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Abstract
The Hobbit™ microprocessor is a high perfonnance, low power, low cost micropro-
cessor. The intended market ispersonal communicators where communications, handwriting·
recognition and general purpose computing are all important. ~~gh performance, high inte-
gration, low power and low cost all contribute to the success ofpersonal communicators. The
Hobbit microprocessor has a single integer processing unit which is optimized for the execu-
tion of C language programs. Integration of more processing units in the processor should
increase perfonnance with a corresponding increase in area, cost and power.
( .
The topic of this thesis is the addition of a floating point execution unit to the Hobbit
processor. The requirements of such an execution unit and a methop for integrating it is pre-
sented. All modifications proposed keep the basic architecture of Hobbit processor intact.
Applying previous techniques is not straight forward because of the unique architecture and
philosophies of the Hobbit processor.
This paper describes hazards that arise because of the pipelined nature of proces-
sors. It also discusses several techniques available for improving processor performance
including both superpipelined and superscalar architectures. Several proposed and com-
mercial proces.sors are analyzed to gain insight on how to modify the Hobbit processor.
Chapter 1: Introduction
AT&T's latest entry into the microprocessor field is the Hobbit™ Microprocessor.
[1,2] This processor is currently targeted for low power-high performance applications.
The processor performs only integer operations with software emulation of floating point
operations. The topic of this pape.r is to propose a new implementation with a floating
point unit (FPU) fully integrated into the processor. Architectural organizations and imple-
mentations that will enhance perfonnance will be suggested and analyzed. Modern and
historical techniques will be studied in an effort to determine how to meld the FPU while
achieving the best ppssible results.
The current metric that is used to evaluate the performance of Hobbit is MIPS
(Millions of Instruction per Second) per Watt. This metric is useful for determining the rel-
ative performance for low power systems. In line with this benchmark, any changes made
to Hobbit must contribute to throughput without substantially deareasiog the MIPS per Watt
criterion. Therefore, exotic or performance-at-all-costs solutions will not be allowed. In
addition, any proposed changes should allow backward compatibility and not require
binary recompilation to run existing code.
I.I Hobbit History
The Hobbit Microprocessor has its origin in the CRISP architecture [3,4,5,6]
designed at AT&T Bell Labs in the 1980's. CRISP, which stands for "C Rationalized Instruc-
tion Set Machine", arose out of work started in the mid 1970's to design and build a processor
optimized toward the fast execution of C language programs. The first CMas version of the
design began in 1983 with silicon available in 1986. Since then a number of modifications
have been made to the architecture yielding the present day Hobbit microprocessor. The
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architecture ofHobbit was not constrained to be a CISC (Complex Instruction Set Computer)
or a RISC (Reduced -Instruction Set Computer) proc~sor. Features that led to high perfor-
.P
mance of C programs were included. Those that were not effective or were detrimental
were not included. Like RISC, the instruction set was kept small so as to ease implementa-
tion of the pipeline. This allows high peak processing rates. Like CISC, the instructions
were encoded with variable lengths to increase code density. Unlike current high perfor-
mance processors, Hobbit was designed to work well with no external cache, but yet use
only a single piece of silicon. Register allocation was designed to be transparent easing the
burden on the compiler design and reducing call procedure overhead. Finally, the architec-
ture is scalable without resorting to new instructions when the number of registers is
increased.
1.2 Organization of thesis
This paper focuses on applying advanced architectural techniques which can be
used to add a hypothetical floating point unit to the Hobbit processor. Chapter 2 discusses
such techniques in the context of historical and contemporary processors. It explains the
options available in improving the performance of processors. Background information
pertaining to CISC and RISC processors is also contained in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 covers the implementation of a floating point unit. Topics include data
types, instructions and exception handling along with a survey of perfonnance for several
processors. The current architecture of the Hobbit microprocessor is analyzed in the next
chapter.
Proposed modifications to the architecture is discussed in Chapter 5, including a
possible implementation of a floating point unit and a method of integrating it into the
Hobbit processor. Chapter 6 contains conclusions and suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2: Advan«;ed Microprocessor Architecture Techniques
Microprocessors are generally classified into two broad categories: RISC (Reduced
Instruction Set Computers) and CISC (Complex Instruction Set Computers). Although
most research, development and new design has focused on RISC processors (PowerPC,
MIPS, SPARC, ALPHA, to name a few), CISC processors have maintained their ground
in terms of performance (Pentium, MC68000s, among others). The underlying nature of
the microprocessor architecture can ease or compound the ability to seamlessly add func-
tional units or the ability to improve performance without simply relying on processing
advances. It is for this reason that a digression into the RISC and CISC strategies is
needed.
It is also useful to review some basic tenets of processor design. One such funda-
mental is the pipeline. Along with performance benefits from pipeline execution come
potential pitfalls. Many microprocessors are including more functional units onto the chip
to supplement the traditional single integer ALU operations. As additional functional units
are integrated more hazards arise.
The basic architecture of the processor decides which techniques can be employed
when adding functional unit,>. However, an overview of modem architectures, such as
superpipeIine, superscaIar and VLIW give insight into techniques that may be useful.
While the design details of the floating point are not going to be discussed in this
paper, it is critical to know some of the fundamentals since timing and I/O are important in
integrating such a unit into the processor. Therefore, a section on floating point units is
included.
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A brief discussion of current microprocessors, their architecture and the tech-
niques employed to attain high performance while avoiding hazards is presented in the last
section.
2.1 RISC vs. CISC
elSe processors have evolved from the simple processors of the early 70's. Physi-
cal limitations on die size, transistor geometry and complexity kept the hardware simple.
Instruction sets were very limited and a good compiler was needed to transfonn the high
level source code down to efficient machine code. As the physical constraints on processor
design eased and the hardware implementations became more efficient, the ability to exe-
cute more complex instructions grew. This made the task of translating source code to
machine code much simpler. This proliferation of instructions, data formats and address-
ing modes exact a toll on the processor. To keep from explqding the size of a. compiled
program and to conserve memory bandwidth, instructions had to be variable in length.
Simple instructions with no arguments can be as small a 1 byte, whereas instructions with
full 32 bit operands might require more than 3 words. To make matters more complex, the
portion of the instruction containing the opcode (operation code) land addressing modes
can be from 1 to several bytes.
Of course the instruction set influences the organization greatly. The complex
instructions mean that the execution unit must internally execute small programs, called
microcode, which break the instruction down into smaller pieces. Architects of RISe pro-
cessors realize that all of this flexibility comes at a price. The designs are much more com-
plex and did not necessarily perform much better than "simple" solutions which put the
burden on the compiler.
/
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System performance is typically detennined by:
l = l I·N :CPIexee eye e
where lexec is the total execution time of the program, lcycle is the clock period of the pro-
cessor, N is the number of instructions to be executed and CPJ (cycles per instruction) is
! the average number of cycles needed to execute an instruction.
ClSC implementations try to minimize the number of instructions(N). But since
the processors are more complex, the number of cycles per instruction(CPI) is usually
higher. RISC architectures tend to improve CPI at the expense of more instructions.
Although a few RiSe processors run faster than CISe, CISC is very close in clock rate to
the current RISC machines.Table I summarizes the characteristics of the "typical" RISC
and CISC machines.
Table 1: Characteristics of RlSC and CISC processors
Field RISC CISC
Number of Instructions unde~100 over 200
Number of Addressing modes 1-2 5-20
Instruction Length Fixed variable
Instruction Formats 1-2 3+
CPI near 1 3-10
Memory access load/store only most CPU opera-
tions
Registers 32:1- 2-16
Control Unit Hardwired Microcode
The number of instructions, addressing modes, instruction length and formats
directly affects the ease and efficiency of fetching and decoding instructions. RISC proces-
sors with their limited number of instructions and formats make it easier to fetch the next
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instruction. ClSC processors need to determine the length of the current instruction before
adding it to the current program counter (PC) to get the address of the next instruction. The
program counter is a register which contains the address of the current instruction. Table 2
shows the extent of the difference between the Intel 486 and SPARC instruction set. The
impact on modern architecture techniques will be seen later.
The method of memory access also differs between the two classes. R1SC proces-
sors have a large number of registers inside the processor and operate on the load/store
model. Data must be explicitly loaded into the processor before it can be rnanipulated or
moved. Writing data back to main memory must also be done explicitly via a store instruc-
tion. This simplifies the internal architecture of the processor allowing CPI to be high. A
problem arises in this case if simple moves are used often. When this happens rather than
executing a single instruction, MOVE, the processor must execute a load and then a store.
.The expectation is that this would not happen very often.
Table 2: Instruction Set Comparison Intel 486 vs. SPARC
Instruction Set Category Intel 486 SPARt
Data Transfer (Load-store) V V
FI?g Manipulation V
Arithmetic V t/
Logical, Shift, Rotate V t/
String Manipulation V
Bit Manipulation V
Conditional &Unconditional V t/Transfer (Branch)
Loop V
Interrupts V
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Table 2: Instruction Set Comparison Intel4B6 vs. SPARC (Continued)
Instruction Set Category Intel 486 SPARC
HLL (high level lang) t/
Protection Support r/
Processor Control t/
2.2 Pipelines
All modern day microprocessors, the Hobbit processor included, break the execu-
tion of each instruction into several phases. This process, known as pipelining, can vary
from a few stages to many stages. [8,9] The idea is to overlap instruction execution, so that
the processor can be executing portions of several instructions concurrently. This greatly
improves the performance of the processor.
Figure 1 Pipeline with a Single Functional Unit
Instruction Instruction Decode Execution Memory WriteBack
- Fetch I- Operand Fetch I- Unit t- Access t-- I--
A typical method of portioning the work is shown in Figure I. Here an instruction
is fetched in the Instruction Fetch (IF) stage and then handed to the Instruction Decode/
Operand Fetch (10) stage. After the instruction is accepted by the ill stage, the IF stage is
free to fetch another instruction. The procedure continues in a similar fashion with the ID
stage feeding the Execute stage (EX) which in turn feeds the Memory Access (MA) stage
which in turn transfers the result to the write back (WB) stage.
Limitations in performance can arise when one stage takes longer to complete than
the others or when a pass through a functional unit takes multiple cycles. Most stages can
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operate equally well for all types of instructions. For instance, the IF and ID stages don't
become much more complicated when handling different classes of instructions. However,
the functional unit which does the computation in the execute stage is generally efficient at
doing one class of operations. Historically, processors performed only integer operations
in the microprocessor and floating point operations were done in a coprocessor. This is
because it was not effective to implement both integer and floating point operations in one
functional unit.
Figure 2 Pipeline with Multiple Functional Units
r--
Functional
-
Unit 1
Instruction Instruction Decode Functional Memory Write Back
- Fetch Operand Fetch I-- Unit 2 I- - Access I-- f--
Functional
'-- Unit 3 I-
The solution is to use inultiple functional units as shown in Figure I. These are
common place on most high performance microprocessors. The functional units can be
uniform or nonuniform. Uniform processors duplicate entire functional units so that the
functional units are identical. More often the architects use nonuniform approaches where
the functional units are different and each solves a certain task. For example, integer oper-
ations may execute in one functional unit and floating point in another. It is not unusual,
\
however, to find multiple integer units within a processor. The integer units can be sym-
metric (identical) or asymmetric with one including more functionality than the other.
The functional unit is single stage of the instruction pipeline. However, this does
not mean that operations must execute in a single cycle. Integer ALU s in RISe machines
complete most operations in one cycle. However, floating point units generally take more
9
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than one cycle. The delay from inputting an instruction until the result is available is
called the latency. Having a latency greater than one cycle does not constrain the ability to
insert new instructions while the previous instructions are still under execution. The ftoat-
ing point unit5 in high performance processors are themselves usually pipelined so that
new instructions can enter the execute stage before previous operations have completed.
The rate at which new instructions can be entered is called the issue rate.
2.3 Pipeline Hazards
There are 3 classes of hazards that occur in pipelined machines: structural, data and
control hazards. These hazards will decrease the performance.of the processor if they can
not be avoided by causing the pipeline to stall while waiting for the hazard to clear. All of
these can be addressed through careful architectural considerations.
structural conflicts arise in processors if functional units are not fully pipelined
such that a new instruction can not be issued to the execution unit every cycle. They also
occur in processors which can simultaneously issue two instructions if both instructions
need to execute simultaneously on the same functional unit and there is only one unit
available. The solutions are to fully pipeline every execution unit, or to provide a queue
for each unit, so that a new instrl1ction can be sent every cycle and to provide the correct
mix of functional unit.
Data conflicts arise due to the nature of the instruction stream and the pipeline.
Read After Write (RAW) hazards occur when a subsequent instruction tries to read a regis-
ter or memory location before a prior instruction updated it. Write After Read (WAR) haz-
ards happen when a subsequent instruction writes a register before a prior instruction had
the ability to read it. Write After Write (WAW) hazards happen when a subsequent instruc-
tion writes to a register before a prior instruction has the ability to write to it. The last two
hazards are typical results of not issuing and completing instructions in program order.
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Control hazards arise from interrupts and branches. Due to the delay through the
pipeline both of these are difficult to manage efficiently. These problems are exacerbated if
instructions are executed or complete out-of~order.
Much of the current work in advanced microprocessors involves adapting the work
done in the early 1960's by CDC and IBM.
2.3.1 Structural Hazards
Structural hazards are easy to detect. If the particular unit or units that can execute
the next instruction to be issued are all busy, a hazard has arisen. This can cause the pipe-
line to stall unless instructions are allowed to execute (issue) out-of-order. With out-of-
order execution, the instruction that is stalled because of the structural hazard can be
bypassed by a subsequent instruction that can find an available functional unit. This
requires a window of decoded instructions which are available for execution. Control haz-
ards are then compounded because the issues do not fetch operands in strict program order.
This also creates more data hazards. However, performance can be greatly improved by
keeping the functional units running.
2.3.2 Data Hazards
Hazards can be avoided by software or detected by hardware. As an example, early
designs by MIPS, Inc. [22, 23J did not provide for hardware hazard detection. The com-
piler was responsible for filling load delay slots or inserting instructions that perform no
operation (nops) so that no hazards occurred. In most microprocessors, hardware does the
;...-
data hazard detection. Detection of RAW hazards is straightforward on machines with a
single nonpipelined functional unit. A simple comparison of the destination address (regis-
ter or memory) and the operand address will detennine the presence of a hazard. The solu-
11
/tions are also straightforward. One solution, not used often is to simply interlock the
processor so that the read is delayed until the result that is needed is written back to mem-
ory. Another_option is to do_forwarding or bypassing where the output ofth_e~xecute or
write-back stage can be fed to the operand fetch stage.
In processors with only one functional unit which is fully pipelined with a latency
more than one cycle, the detection is still relatively easy, but the operand fetch stage must
be delayed until the execution iscompleted. The WAR ~ndWAW hazards can not arise in
single functional unit processors if all of the updates to memory and registers occur only in
stages after the execute stage.
On processors with multiple functional units or architectures where write backs to
registers or cache can occur before a subsequent instruction can access the memory loca-
tion, the situation is much more difficult. The RAW hazards can still be detected and
solved in a method similar to the earlier scheme, but more hardware will be required. It is
possible for instructions to complete out-of-order on processors with multiple functional
units if the units have different latencies. The results of this is that data can be written back
to memory in the wrong order. This can cause a write after write (WAW) hazard if both
instructions have the same destination. In addition, if the instruction which was issued first
caused an exception, or was interrupted while an instruction that issued later has already
completed, the state of the machine would be invalid. An anti-dependency, Write After
Read (WAR), hazard may also occur with out-of-order execution. A write might occur to a
memory location or register, before a previous read is executed. In this case the read gets
new data rather than old data.
All three data hazards were addressed and solutions were implemented in main-
frames in the early 60s. The CDC 6600 originated the idea of a central scoreboard to detect
and either redirect operands or stall the issue of instructions.[ 17] Tomasulo's work on the
IBM 360/91 originated the concept of decentralized control with multiple reservation sta-
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"tions per functional unit for the iBM 360/91 and register renaming[ 18]. Many of the newer
processors on the market have adapted techniques from both the CDC and IBM research.
2.3.3 Control Hazards
Control hazards in a pipelined processor can be divided into two categories: condi-
tional branches and interrupts. Both are greatly complicated by the use of out-of-order
completion and exe.cution. Machine states must be retained for both classes.
2.3.3.1 Conditional Branches
There are several ways of handling branches. In the simplest cases, compilers can
schedule useful instructions in the slot following the branch. But this is difficult when the
pipelines become deep and may be inefficient on a multiple issue machine. Compilers
would need to find several instructions to execute in the delay slot. If the branch was the
result of a load, the pipeline might need to stall quite a while.
Another method is to predict the direction of the branch early in the pipeline. This
can be as simple as a hint from the compiler contained in the instruction which indicates
which way the branch is likely to go. Branch history tables can be used to base the predic-
tion on past history. Then the predicted path is loaded in the pipeline so that when the deci-
sion is made, the more likely instructions are waiting in the pipeline. This is referred to as
prefetching instructions.
A more likely path to follow is speculative execution. If we know the likely path
the branch will take we can keep following it. Since instructions are executing and com-
pleting out-of-order, it may very well happen that we are many instructions down the path
before the branch can be evaluated. Depending on the mechanism the results or the execu-
tions mayor may not be written back to the register file. If not this is called speculative
issue. If they are written back this is called speculative execution.
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This, of course, further complicates the hardware. If the prediction was wrong,
then the instructions must be somehow reversed and the register file restored to its original
condition. A write buffer can be used to retire or commit instructions after the result of the
branch is known.
Speculative execution can greatly increase performance if the prediction is reliable
and the recovery from misprediction is reasonable.
2.3.3.2 Interrupts
Interrupts can be sent synchronously or asynchronously to the processor. In the
asynchronous case, the exact instruction which was executing when the interrupt occurred
is of little importance. However with synchronous interrupts, an instruction may be
responsible for causing the interrupt. In this case, the ideal situation is to have the machine
restored to the state it w~s in just prior to the interrupting instruction.
There are two methods of handling interrupt: precise and imprecise. In an impre-
cise method, the exact state of the machine can not be stored. The best that could be
achieved was to reset the processor to some state which would allow the processor to
restart. This was state of the art in the early 60's. For example the CDC 6600 completed all
issued instructions, stored them and then copied a restart state in to the processor.
With the advent of virtual memory, the IEEE floating point standard (exceptions)
and other techniques, being able to reset machine to the state before the offending instruc-
tion became very important. This is called a precise interrupt. A complication in out-of-
order completion/execution architectures is that the hardware must ensure that all instruc-
tions before the offending one complete before the inteITupt is serviced.
In addition restoring the state of the machine is not easy. The problem is similar to
that involved in recovering from mispredicted branches. At least four methods of handling
interrupts have been considered.
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Buffer-based
The execution results are stored in instruction stream order through the use of a
history file or future file. When the interrupt occurs the history file can be used to correct
errors. A future file is used to store results temporarily. Results are then written back when
no interrupt can affect that result.
Guarantee-nat-interrupted
Instructions only proceed to execute if no previous uncompleted instruction can
cause an interrupt. This could cause stalls and degrade performance if functional units
with long latency can not predict or detect interrupt early.
Checkpoint repair
This method stores the machine state at intervals during execution. Then the stored
machine state is restored after the interrupt. This would be costly and complex.
Weakly precise interrupt
The interrupt is handled as being somewhat precise. Enough information is pro-
vided by the hardware that the interrupt handler can determine the exact sequence of
instructions that caused the exception and can restart the program.
The schemes most widely discussed are buffer-based solutions, although some use
guarantee-not-interrupted. They have much in common with recovering from mispre-
dieted branches and so are implemented with not much additional overhead.
2.4 Advanced Architectures
There currently exist 4 major architectures available for microprocessors which
.
may be capable of exploiting the parallelism found in a single instruction stream. Not all
are suited for general purpose tasks that many of today's commercial processors are
expected to perform.
15
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Superpipelining is, more simply stated, pipelining and refers to machines that have
more than the typical 4 to 6 pipeline stages found in a RISe processor. Often this class of
machine has 8 or more stages. Superpipelined machines exploits the concept of temporal
parallelism (overlapping multiple instructions on the same hardware concurrently)oy hav-
ing a more deeply pipelined machine. The functional unit is fully pipelined to minimize
stalls. Since more stages are used each operation is broken into smaller pieces with each
piece being less complicated and less time consuming. Therefore clock speed can be
increased and so the performance increases. Superpipelined processors are categorized as
following the SISD (Single Instruction Single Data) model. A drawback is that often the
branch misprediction penalty is much higher than other machines.
Vector Processors can be compared to SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data)
machines where there are multiple execution units which execute the same instruction on
multiple data. But rather than having multiple execution units, a single pipelined arith-
metic unit runs the same operation repeatedly at very high speed. This is very appealing
for scientific applications which rely heavily on matrix operations. However, general pur-
pose applications primarily use scalar operations and vector processors are not better than
other processors for scalar operations. Use of this architecture for general purpose
machines runs counter to Amdahl's advice, since that which the architecture does best is
/\--
not used very often.
Superscalar machines are characterized by the ability to issue multiple instructiol1c'"
from a single instruction stream and execute them simultaneously. These machines can
exploit parallelism between instructions by executing instructions that would normally be
issued in sequence in parallel. At a macroscopic level, thit would appear as a MIMD
(Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data) machine with a serial instruction" stream as the input.
Since there are multiple instructions operating on multiple data concurrently, one source
16
\calls its processor a Single Instruction stream/Multiple instruction Pipeline (SIMP)
machine [7].
When viewed at a high level perspective very long instruction word (VLIW) pro-
cessors resemble multiprocessors operating in a MIMD environment. They can be consid-
ered a derivative of superscalar machines with their multiple execution units. The
difference is that rather than fetching multiple instructions, the instructions for all proces-
sors or execution units in a VLIW is contained in one very long instruction. The execution
units operate in lock step mode. Even if an execution unit is not needed or otherwise unus-
able the instruction word would need to include a NOP or something similar for that pro-
cessor.
The issues that are used to select which base architecture to start from are perfor-
mance, device technology, code density, compatibility and compiler technology. For gen-
eral purpose code, it seems apparent that vector processors woul~ not achieve the same
performance as the other architectures. Device technology might favor the VLIW and
superscalar approaches over the superpipelined approach since device size is decreasing
more rapidly than device speed is increasing. From a code density perspective, VLIW has
a distinct disadvantage in that instruction units which are necessarily idle still require an
instruction. For compatibility only the superscalar and superpipelined architectures offer
the ability to reuse binaries from a current RISC or CISC instruction set architecture.
VLIW and vector processors would need recompiled code at a minimum. Finally, com-
piler technology would most likely favor processors which required the minimum amount
of scheduling assistance. The VLIW processor requires the compiler to find all possible
parallelism. This is a distinct disadvantage. Superpipelined machines required compilers
not much different than those that exist today, except for consideration of delayed
branches. Superscalar machines make a spectrum of demands on the compiler. At one end,
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the compiler must find all parallelism, similar to the VLIW. At the other, the superscalars
do the scheduling themselves limiting the burden on the compiler.
The resulting architecture decision favors the superscalar model, although a few
companies are following the superpipeline approach. An example of a current superpipe-
,
lined architecture is the MIPS R4000 which has 8 stage pipeline which takes 4 cycles to
complete. Several superscalars are currently commercially available. It has been estimated
that in the mid-90s they will be commonplace.
2.5 Survey of Superscalar Processors
Several examples of both RISe and else superscalar microprocessors will be
analyzed. Intel's Pentium processor [12·,10,11] is one of the newest else superscalars on
the market. The first implementation of the Metaflow architecture [15] was Lightning, a
superscalar RISe processor running the SPARe instruction set. This processor set never
became a viable product because of its complexity, but the concepts used were very
a~vanced and pushed the envelope of knowledge. A third architecture, the Motorola 8811 ()
[16], also a superscalar RISe, used less complex means to achieve its high performance.
2.5.1 Pentium
The Pentium is a superscalar processor with two asymmetric pipelines. The U
pipeline, which receives precedence, can execute both integer and floating point instruc-
tions. The V pipeline can only execute simple integer instructions and the "floating point
register exchange contents" instruction. Although there are multiple pipelines, instructions
must be issued in order and complete in order.
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.2.5.1.1 Pipeline Details
The Pentium uses two differing length pipelines for integer and floating point
instruction. Integer instructions follow the following sequence: Prefetch (PF), First
Decode (01), Second Decode (02), Execute (E) and Write back (WB). Roating point
"
instructions follow an eight stage pipeline are: PF, 01,02, Operand Fetch (OF), First Exe-
cute (Xl), Second Execute(X2), Write float (WF) and Error Reporting(ER).
The first two stages are common to both the U and V functional units.The func-
tional split occurs after the first decode stage. Each unit has its own second decode stage.
Prefetch and D1
The PF stage accesses the instruction cache and can read two successive lines. The
instructions are aligned and decoded so that the second instructioQ can be identified. A
maximum of two instructions can be issued in parallel from the 01 stage.
Dependency checking is done by the 01 stage to ensure that no hazards occur. To
achieve the maximum issue of two instructions, both instructions must be simple instruc-
tions not requiring microcode. An instruction is issued to the U pipeline first If the second
instruction cannot execute in the V pipeline, it must wait until the next cycle to be issued
to the U pipe. RAW and WAW hazards are avoided by ensuring the source and destination \
registers of the instruction issued to the V pipe do not match the destination register of the
U pipe. If they QO match, the second instruction can not be issued in this cycle. Control
hazards are handled by not allowing an instruction to enter the V pipe if a jump is issued to
the U pipe.
Remainder of Pipeline
Instructions are executed in lock step fashion. If an instruction in one pipeline
takes multiple cycles to move through a particular phase, the other instruction in that phase
of the other pipeline is delayed until both operations complete. Then the instructions/
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results move to the next stage together. The processor is fully pipelined so that as results
leave the WF stage, they can be bypassed to stages prior to the first execute stage.
2.5.1.2 Speculative Execution - Precise Interrupts
Pentium does no speculative execution. Because instructions issue, execute and
complete in order, the condition codes for branching are always set before a jump. There is
1
therefore no uncertainty when a jump is issued. Similarly, the Pentium easily handles pre-
cise interrupts. All that must be done on an interrupt is to guarantee completion of the
instructions beyond the execute stage in the pipe.
However, a penalty is paid for the simplicity. The compiler must be relied upon to
keep up the two issue rate. Techniques such as loop unrolling are used to keep instructions
flowing through both pipes without breaks in execution. The drawback is that code expan-
sion occurs and the I/O bandwidth increases.
2.5.2 Metafiow Lightning
The Metaflow architecture uses hardware rather than compilers to find inherent
parallelism in the instruction stream. Instructions are issued in sequence but executed and
completed out-of-order. In addition, the processor performs speculative executions and
handles interrupt precisely. Many new innovations were made in this architecture to allow
such complexity.
The architecture is not geared, at least at a high level, to any particular instruction
set. The first implementation is Lightning, a superscalar processor which executes the
SPARe instruction set. It contains six execution units: one branch (in the I cache module),
2 integer ALUs and a memory address ALU (in the integer unit), I floating point adder
\
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and I floating point multiplier (both in the floating point unit). Lightning consists of four
ASICs and external cache.
2.5.2./ Pipeline Details
The Metaflow has a 6 stage pipeline: fetch, issue, schedule, execute, update and
retire. All stages have an equal delay of one clock cycle, except some execution units. Fig-
Figure 3 Metaflow Architecture
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ure 3 shows the logical flow of instructions and data. Pipeline stages are shown with
arrows, while data/instruction storage is shown as blocks. The machine is decoupled so
that instructions can move from stage to stage in varying quaotities.
WAR and WAW hazards are handled by the issue stage which does register renam-·
ing. RAW hazards are handled jointly by the i.§§ue, schedule, execute, update and retire
stages.The retire stage implements a future file to assist in maintaining a coherent register
file on interrupts and conditional branches.
The soul of the Metaflow machine is the ORIS (deferred-scheduling, register-
renaming instruction shelf). As its name implies, the ORIS shelves all instructions before
execution and performs register renaming. The ORIS is implemented as a dataflow con-
tent-addressable FIFO (DCAF). The DCAF can hold a maximum of 64 instructions. This
large number of instructions means that the scheduling window can be quite wide allowing
very efficient scheduling. The data structure associated with each instruction is shown in
Figure 4. The fields in the structure are filled at various times in pipeline. Each of the six
Figure 4 Data Structure for the ORIS
Operand I IColor ill I
Operand I ILocked Reg Num lID
Operand 2 ILocked Reg Num lID
Result ILatest Reg Num IValue
Status & ,PC I Dispatched? I Inst Class IExecuted? Ipc
pipeline steps will be discussed in detail as they relate to the ORIS and the ability to sup-
port out-of-order execution.
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Fetch
Instructions are fetched from the 4 way set associative instruction cache. Each line
contains eight instructions. To prevent the possibility of pipeline starvation, the fetch is
self aligning with line crossing allowed. Every cycle 4 instructions can be fetched.
Issue
At this stage, all four instructions can be issued in a single cye;Je providing there is
room in the DRIS. There can be at mo~t 1 branch instruction and 3 integer/floating point
operations issued. The issue process consists of allocating a unique 10 to each instruction,
register renaming, dependency checking and program counter maintenance.
~
Instructions are given IDs in strict issue order. The ID given is the index of the
-...
entry in the DCAF. The color bit is used to assist in dating instructions. Every time the
issue process wraps around the DCAF, the color bit is toggled. Comparing two instructions
J /
is simply a matter of inverting the comparison sense. For example if instruction A has an
ID of 0 and B has an ID of 1, if both color bits are the same B is younger. However, if the
color bits were different A is younger.
Register renaming is similar to Tomasulo's algorithm, where the new name of the
register is the reservation station. In this case the ID of the instruction is the new name of
the register. The original register name is stored in the DRIS destination-reg Ilum field so
that at retire time, the correct register can be written. In this manner whenever a new write
occurs to a register, a WAW hazard is avoided without stalling. Since the 10 is the new
register name, when the instruction is retired the ID or register alias is once again free. So
there are as many aliases available for renaming as there are entries in the DRIS.
For each operand of every instruction being issued, WAR hazard avoidance for
previously issued instructions is handled by checking the DRIS to see if any entries would
write to the source registers of the operands. This is done by accessing the DRIS on the
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destination-reg num. If one or more is found with a match, the latest, or youngest, instruc-
tion that does so is the one that will generate, or has generated, the value for the operand.
If no such instruction is found, then the value is already in the register file and the
operand is not locked. Correspondingly, the operand !docked bit will be clear and the
source register is written into the operand n-reg num field. If a source instruction is found,
its ill (index) is written in the operand n-ID field. If the instruction has completed execu-
tion, the executed bit will have been set and the operand is not locked or prevented from
being used. As before the locked bit is cleared. If the source instruction has not been set,
the operand value is not yet available so the locked bit is set.
If indeed another instruction is found to write that register, the latest bit must be
cleared. The instruction being issued always has its latest bit set, since it is always the last
to write that register. This avoids any WAR hazards caused by having a previous instruc-
tions result be the source rather than the newer instructions result.
Since four instructions can be issued concurrently, there must be some dependency
checking wUhin those new instructions to ensure that no hazards exist. Since IDs are given
in strict issue order this is not too complicated.
The last step in the issue phase involves cleanup. The program counter values for
the instructions are calculated. In order to provide for precise interrupts and branching, the
original program counter for each instruction must be known. The instruction class is
stored so that the scheduler knows which execution unit can execute the instruction. The
dispatch and executed bit are cleared.
Schedule
This stage selects the instructions to be executed. All instructions whose operands
are unlocked are eligible for execution. In considering which instructions should be sent,
the scheduler looks at the instruction class to determine the execution unit needed and age
of the instructions. The oldest instructions with available executions get executed first.
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Operands are retrieved from the DRIS, the register file or the bypassing registers as
required. They are sent along with the opcode of the instruction and its ID for execution.
Execution
The execution is performed and results are generated. The lD arrives at the output
of the execution unit at the same time as the results. Memory access instructions take two
phases but are not discussed in this paper.
Update
The results are written back into the content field of the instruction identified by
the ID value and the execute bit is set. In addition the DRIS is checked for any operands
that may need the result. This is detected by matching the operand n-ID field. If there is a
,
match, the locked bit is cleared.
Retire
This is the last stage in the pipeline. It is here that the results finally get written to
the register file. At each cycle, instructions are retired that meet the following require-
ments:
Execution is complete.
All previous commands have been or are currently being retired.
There was not an interrupt or other error caused by this instruction
The register file has sufficient write ports. If not, the oldest are retired first.
2.5.2.2 Speculative Execution
Branches are treated just like ordinary instructions when it comes to out-of-order
execution with one exception. If the operand of the branch is not locked, the branch can
execute immediately. However, if the operand (condition code) is locked, the branch is
shelved along with the predicted branch direction. Instructions that set condition codes
unlock operands at Update time just like normal instructions would. The scheduling unit
selects the oldest unlocked operand. If the branch proceeds in the same direction as pre-
2S
dieted, no action must be taken. If not, the results of the erroneous branch must be
repaired.
Since the update unit maintains a future file rather than a history file, recovering
from a bad branch is as simple as removing those entries from the ORIS.
2.5.2.3 Precise Interrupts
If an interrupt was generated, the processor continues executing instructions in the
ORIS until all instructions before the offending one have been retired. That means that the
register file and the memory are both coherent. The retire stage supplies the program
counter value for the
All instructions in the ORIS are then flushed, since they are not needed and should
not have been loaded.
2.5.3 Motorola 88110
The Motorola 88110 is a 2 issue superscalar RiSe microprocessor. It is the follow-
on to the 88100. The instruction set architecture was from the 88100 with extensions for
improved performance in the integer, floating point, and graphics units. The 88110 is
upward compatible with the 88100 so that existing binaries can run unaltered.
The 88110 is not nearly as sophisticated as the Metaflow architecture when view-
ing out-of-order execution. Instructions are issued in order, with at most two being issued
at one time. There are no instruction shelves or reservation stations except for the load/
store and branch units. However, there are 10 execution units and several have longer
latency than others thereby creating some false hazards. Scoreboarding is used to prevent
both true and false hazards, but no register renaming is done. Unlike the CDC 6600, there
are no reservation stations at each functional unit, so if a hazard is detected, instruction
issue stalls. The execution units are bypassed so that as soon as an instruction completes
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execution and the result is available it can be immediately forwarded to a new functional
unit.
2.5.3.1 Pipeline Details
The pipeline is simtlar to a normal RISe machine in that there are only 4 phases:
fetch, decode, execute and write-back. A difference is that internally, the clock is doubled
so that some stages take less time than others. The timing is aligned so that there is no
Figure 5 Pipeline for the Motorola 88110
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inherent blocking. As you can see in Figure 4, the fetch and execute stages take 2 minor
cycles while the write-back and decode take only one minor cycle. This was possible
because of the simplicity of the decode and write-back stages.
Fetch
The boundary is variable and line crossing is allowed in order to maximize the
flow of instructions into the decode logic and to allow the compiler to spend its time in
more important tasks such as scheduling. Two instructions are always presented to the
decoder for issuing. In addition, two instructions are taken from the branch target instruc-
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tion cache. This helps reduce the branch latency by having the alternate instructions
readily available in the case of a mispredicted branch.
Decode/Issue
The decode stage does the issuing of instructions to the execution units and is
responsible for checking for data hazards. It attempts to send both instructions received
from the fetch stage every cycle. The issue unit is symmetrical so that either instruction
can be sent to any execution unit. If the first instruction can not be issued, neither can the
second and issue stalls. If the first instruction can be sent, but the second can't, the second
will become the first instruction the next cycle and the empty place will be filled by the
fetcher.
As previously noted, a scoreboard is used to avoid data hazards. However, there
are no reservation stations for instructions as was the case with the CDC 6600, except for
the load/store and branch units. Therefore all data dependencies, excepting loads, stores
and branches, are resolved in the decode unit. The lack of sophisticated control logic
makes this stage operate quickly hence the ability to run in this stage for only one-half a
cycle.
RAW hazards are avoided by checking the source operand register bits in the
scoreboard to see if the data is available, while WAW and WAR hazards are avoided by
checking the destination register bit scoreboard to see if another previously issued instruc-
tion will write to it (the register is locked). After the operands are checked and found to be
available, the execution can proceed. The corresponding scoreboard bit for the destination
register is set to block any other writes to that register. If a hazard is detected the pipeline
stalls.
The designers felt that the penalty for blocking on WAW and WAR was not very
significant, so they avoided the complexity of register renaming. However, there were still
problems with the scoreboard and the issue logic. If the second instruction depends on the
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result of the first, only the first could be issued pnd the second would need to wait. The
881 10 relies on the compiler to do static scheduling and remove these types of dependen-
cies. Since the 88100 did not have wide success, it was felt that there would be little resis-
tance to requiring a recompilation to get better performance.
Perhaps, the most notable unit in the processor is the load/store. It is in this unit
that instructions are not executed in order. If the issue logic sees a load or store, it immedi-
ately sends it to the load/store unit unless there is flO room. The load unit is a simple 4 deep
FIFO, while the store unit is comprised by three reservation stations. The stores proceed
when the operands are available thereby eliminating write hazards. The loads proceed as
soon as the data is available from the data cache.
The cache interface was designed to be lockup free so that loads and stores could
"pass" each other ifihe cache has a miss. If a load access resulted in a miss, a store could
be performed while waiting for the load to complete. A similar argument holds for stores.
If a store results in a miss, a load can access the cache while waiting for the store to com-
plete. This serves to reduce the latency and more efficiently utilize the memory system.
RAW hazards due to load and store crossing are prevented by ensuring that a load gets the
most recent data, be it from the store reservation station or the data cache.
The branch unit also has a reservation station to prevent the processor from stalling
while waiting for a branch instruction operand. Details of the branch strategy will be dis-
cussed later.
Execute & Write-Back
Aitexecution units either complete in one cycle or are pipelined to accept a new
instruction every cycle. Good balance in functional units greatly reduces the likelihood of
a stall due to structural hazards. All units are bypassed so that results of the execution can
be routed directly to another execution unit, overcoming a shortcoming of the CDC6600.
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2.5.3.2 Speculative Execution
As was mentioned earlier, branch instructions can be placed in a reservation station
if the operand is not available. Since the branch could be executed later, the machine dab-
bIes in speculative execution. Note that there is only one reserv£.ltion station so further
branches would need to wait until the previous branch has been resolved.
Branch prediction is handled statically with the compiler providing different
opcodes depending on the likely path of execution. A 32 entry branch target instruction
cache (TIC) is used to quickly provide the instructions for the taken path. The static bit
determines which set of instructions should be executed.
While the branch is waiting at the reservation station, loads are handled differently
than normal. Misses to the data cache from the load unit go unresolved. Stores can not
write to the cache or the data bus. This makes it easier to recover from mistakes, since nei-
thel)'cache or main memory change their state during a speculatively executing branch.
.""-.
If the correct path is taken, the branch is discarded and execution continues. If the
,
prediction is wrong, the wrong path would have been taken and the machine must undo all
changes to the registers and proceed down the correct path. This is performed by using a
history buffer.
2:2.3.3 Precise Interrupts
Like the Metaflow, the 88110 also handles interrupts precisely. For synchronous
interrupts, all instructions before the one which generated the interrupt are completed,and
the machine state is restored through use of the history buffer. For asyn<,:hronous inter-
rupts, all uncompleted instructions are aborted and once again the history buffer is used to
fix up the register file.
1
\.
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2.5.4 Summary ofSurvey
Of the three that were analyzed, only the Pentium appears destined for success.
The Motorola was a technical success. The Metaflow never became a commercial product.
It is interesting, because both the Motorola and the Pentium are only 2 issue machines.
And both issue instructions in-order. The relative simplicity of the superscalar implemen-
tation in Pentium and its high performance bode well for other CISC processors.
"
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Chapter 3: Floating Point Units
The integration of a floating point unit into a processor requires a basic understand-
ing of the operation of a floating point unit (FPU). J\n important factor in the design of the
data path and I/O to the FPU is the types of data which will be supported. Addition of the
FPU and its ability to generate exceptions/interrupts also has implications on the control
path. The IEEE floating point standard 754 [19] specifies data formats, rounding, opera-
tions, exceptions, and traps. Most processors support this standard. For code to be porta-
ble, new processor FPUs should conform to this standard.
3.1 Data Types
Several precisions of floating point numbers are defined by the IEEE standard. All
use a mantissa with an implied leading 1, an exponent and a sign bit. The mantissa is a
signed magnitude number as opposed to 2's complement, which is how integers are.repre-
sented. Therefore 1 and -1 are represented with the same mantissa but differing sign bits.
Table 3 lists the various precisions that are IEEE standard value.
Table 3: Parameters for IEEE floating point
Precision Total Mantlssa8 Exponent
Bits Bits Bits
Single 32 24 8
Single Extended 243 232 211
Double 64 53 11
Double Extended 279 264 215
a. Implied 1 accounts for 1 bit. Actual stored bits
is Mantissa Bits -1.
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Some processors do not confonn to the IEEE standard at internal stages of the
FPU. This is typically done to increase the precision of the intermediate result, while min-
imizing the data storage requirements. The AT&T's 32 bit floating point digital signal pro-
cessor, the DSP3210 [14], is an example of one such processor. It supports single precision
numbers in its instruction set but uses a modified representation internal to the multiply
accumulate unit. The mantissa is expanded by 8 bits for increase precision. When stored
back in memory, the value is then either rounded or truncated to 32 bits.
3.2 Required Operations
To comply with the IEEE specification, several operations are reqmred for floating
point operands. They include arithmetic, square root, conversion and comparison opera-
tions. Many CISC processors optionally implement transcendental functions. Arithmetic
operations include: addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and remainder. Compar-
ison and conversions are generally performed by the addition/subtraction unit (sometimes
called the floating point ALU). In many designs, the integer multiply instruction also uses
the hardware multipliers in the floating point unit.
In a}idition to the IEEE required operations, many new processors are incorporat-
ing multiply accumulate instructions/ This conceptually involves three operands. (The
third may be an implicit register similar to the Hobbit's processor accumulator as discussed in
Chapter 4). The first two operands are multiplied and the result is added to the third operand.
This is precisely what Digital Signal Processors do best. This requires modifying the FPU
architecture so that the result of a multiply can directly feed the adder with no other instruc-
tions being issued. The typical higher level language expression of this operation is:
C = (*A ++ . *B ++) + C
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Although the operation is straightforward, the implementation on a RiSe proces-
sor might take several instructions. An example coding (assuming all operands are already
in registers and indirect addressing is supported) might take three instructions.
1. MultAcc A,B,e
2. Inc A
3. Inc B
Qn a traditional else processor, one complex instruction would execute the entire
instruction including the post increments.
3.3 Instruction Execution
Several steps are required to execute the floating point instructions. Multiplication
is the simplest and involves the following steps;
1. Add exponents, multiply mantissas.
2. Normalize result by shifting mantissa and modifying exponents.
3. Round the result.
4. Renormalize, adjust exponent.
Addition is slightly more complicated and entails the following;
1. Denormalize smaller number by modifying exponent to match larger number
and shifting mantissa.
2. Add mantissas.
3. Normalize, adjust exponent.
4. Round
5. Renorrnalize, adjust exponent.
Pipelines are used to ease the perforrnance burden on the hardware. The steps
involved are often combined to lower latency. In some machines operations that are dupli-
cated (such as normalize) is implemented as a single piece of hardware. The hardware is
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then reused. The drawback with this is that throughput suffers. Instructions can not be
issued at a rate of one per cycle. For more complex operations, like divide and square root,
this decrease in throughput is acceptable, but in simple op-trations, like addition/subtraction
and multiplication, this is unacceptable.
In many processors, the different operations in the floating point unites) are broken
into sepamte units so that if the multiply pipe is stalled due to a divide in progress, a floating
point add or compare can still be issued.
3.4 Performance
Most processors have optimized their FPUs so that addition, subtraction and multi-
plication can be issued to the pipeline at a rate of one per cycle. Table 4 lists the floating
Table 4: Floating Point Unit Performance
Processor Operation Cycle Time/ Throughput Time
Frequency /Latency Latency
Pentium Add/Sub/Mult 66MHz 1/3 45ns
AT&T DSP3210 ALUlMultiply 16.6MHza 1/1 60ns
ALUlMultiply 1/3 60ns
Motorola 88110 50Mhz
Compare 1/1 20ns
ALU 1/2 50ns
HP PA71 00 [13] 99MHz
Multiple 1/2 50ns
Add/Sub 1/3-4 75-100ns
AMD 29050 Mult (single precision) 40MHz 1/3 75ns
Mult (double precision) 4/6 150ns
a. Actual clock rate is 66MHz, but a new instruction is issued every 4 cycles.
point performance for a variety of current processors. Although latencies vary up to 6
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cycles, the total time in the pipeline is fairly constant at about 50-60ns. A caveat is that
none of the speeds quoted are for processors running at 3V, therefore these values for
latency must be derated before being used in comparison with the performance of the FPU
proposed in Chapter 5.
(
The AMD 29050 [20,23] processor supports IEEE compliant floating point. How-
ever, lower latency through the pipeline can be achieved by using "fast floating point"
mode. In this mode, denormal numbers are not supported. This increases performance at
the expense of accuracy.
3.5 Exceptions
To comply with IEEE standards, the floating point unit must recognize five excep-
tiOlis, invalid operation (0/0), divide by zero, overflow, underflow, and inexact (rounding).
Detection of these conditions must set a sticky flag which must remain set until explicitly
cleared. Trapping on exceptions, if enabled, should cause an interrupt. The interrupts must be
handled in a precise manner.
Some processors allow instructions to be issued and complete out-of-order. They typ-
ically allow speculative execution. Mispredicted branches require the processor state to be
reset to the state before the first incorrect instruction. On such processors, exceptions from
the FPU are handled in a similar fashion. On other machines, where strict order is adhered to
(instructions issue and complete in order) the pipeline might need to stall while waiting to
ensure that a floating point instruction does not issue an exception (guarantee-not-inter-
rupted). On processors like these, it is important to determine early in the pipeline whether
the instruction will cause a fault.
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Chapter 4: Current Hobbit Architecture
The Hobbit architecture is a registerless, 2 1/2 operand memory to memory archi-
tecture with variable length instructions. For architectural consistency there are few regis-
ters accessible by the users. Rather than using registers, local high speed memory is
implemented with a stack cache which blends in with the memory-to-memory architec-
ture. The instruction set architecture of the Hobbit microprocessor will be discussed very
briefly in the next section, followed-by details on the operation of the stack cache and how
it is integrated into the architecture. An overview of the Hobbit processor's organization is
presented with discussion about the major functional blocks. Finally, the execution unit
pipeline is thoroughly discuss~d.
\
The information contained in this chapter is discussed in detail in [1,2,3,4,5,6]. The
purpose of this discussion is to provide needed background for the following chapters.
4.1 Instruction Set Architecture
The Hobbit instruction set is small but efficient just like RISC processors. Instruc-
tions are either niladic (no operands), monadic (one operand) or dyadic (two operands)
requiring that operands be explicitly stated. There are no triadic forms. In dyadic instruc-
tions, the destination is implicitly the left operand. However, an accumulator can be speci-
fied as the destination for a subset of instructions by selecting a variant of the basic
instruction. Only a few carefully selected address modes are used.
4.I.I Instruction Categories
There are about 46 instructions fitting into 8 different categories (See Table 5).
This is similar in extent and size to the SPARC instruction set, and much smaller than the
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/ Table 5: Hobbit Instruction Set
Arithmetic ADD[3], ADDI, DIV[3], MUL[3], REM[3],SUB[3], UDIV, UREM
Compare CMPEO, CMPGT, CMPHI
Logical AND[3], ANDI, OR[3], ORI, XOR[3]
Move DOM, LDRM, MOVE, MOVEA
Program CALL, ENTER, CATCH, RETURN, CRET, POPN, KCALL,KRET
Control TESTC, TESTV, JMP, JMP(FIT)(YIN)
Shift SHL[3], SHR[3], USJR[3]
Other CLRE, CPU, FLUSH(D,DCE,I,P,PBE,PTE), NOP
Tagged TADD, TSUB
486 instruction set which includes rotate, string, bit and array instructions. Assuming the
data is available on chip and the addressing modes are not indirect, most instructions exe-
cute in a single cycle. The exceptions are the multiply, divide, remainder, move and pro-
gram control instructions. Some branches, both unconditional and conditional, can execute
in 0 cycles!
4.1.2 Variable Length Instructions
One of the goals for the Hobbit architects was high code density, like CISC proces-
d-
sors. The benefits are smaller program size, lower I/O bandwidth requirement,> and lower
power consumption. This goal was attained by allowing variable length instructions in
concert with carefully selected address modes such as: PC relative and stack relative
addressing modes. These addressing modes will be discussed later. Instructions can be I, 3
or 5 parcels long with the length of the instruction being encoded in the first parcel. This
simplifies the implementation of the decode logic which must determine the instruction
....
length in order to locate the next instruction.
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4.1.3 Accumulator
The Hobbit processor is a two address machine where the source value is operated
into the destination address/value. Calculations into a third address, known as the accumula-
tor, are allowed with several of the arithmetic, logic and shift instructions. Consistent with the
concept of no programmer visible register, the accumulator is not a separate register but
rather a defined location on the stack. In that manner, the accumulator can be accessed like
any other memory location. The dedicated location for the accumulator is the current value
of the stack pointer (SP) +4. This helps alleviate a potential shortcoming ofdyadic machines
compared with triadic machines.
4.1.4 Addressing Modes
A lirnited but sufficient number of addressing modes are allowed. This is alsosim-
ilar to RISe processors. They were designed to contribute to the high code density and fast
decoding and processing. There are four addressing modes accessible to most instructiuns,
two available for branching and one special purpose mode. They are summarized in the Table
6.
Table 6: Hobbit Addressing Modes
Addressing Description Length
Mode
Immediate embedded constant$;'qigl) or 0 5,16 or 32
extended 10 for KCALL
Absolute data at an absolute address 16 or 32
Calculated as SP Ioffset- - can be used
to access in/out argument and local 5,16,32
Stack Offset variables stored on the stack. S for RETURNIf offset is negative, data will not be on
the stack and cache coherency is not
maintained.
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Table 6: Hobbit Addressing Modes (Continued)
Addressing Description Length
Mode
Stack Offset Similar to above except that address of 16,32
Indirect data is contained in stack offset must be word
address. aligned
Absolute Indi- The data at the operand address is the
rect target address.Used for IMP, CALL and LDRAA
PC Relative Adds offset to PC tei get target address. 10,32Used for IMP, CALL and LDRAA
Register Only readable by user, writable by ker-
nel
4.1.5 Flow Control
The flow control is handled slightly differently on the Hobbit processor than on
other machines. Every instruction can be a branch to the next instruction or to an alternate
instruction. There are 3 categories of program flow control: unconditional jumps, condi-
tional jumps, and subroutine/procedure calls. Unconditional and conditional jumps can be
folded with the preceding instruction allowing them to execute in 0 cycles. Conditional
branching also feature static branch prediction.
Conditional branches are taken based on the setting of a flag in the processor status
word. This flag is set by instructions which compare two operands (CMPEQ, CMPGT,
CMPHI) and instructions which copy the carry(TESTC) or overflow (TESTY) bits in the
process status word (PSW). (Only arithmetic instructions set the carry and overflow bits.)
Branches can occur if either the bit is set or cleared. Static software based branch predic-
tion is used. For efficient pipeline execution, the flag setting operation should be separated
from the branch by at least 3 instructions which do not require off chip access. The effi-
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cient subroutine and procedure calls will be discussed in detail in the next section describ-
ing the stack cache.
4.1.6 Stack Cache (Register Allocation)
Most microprocessors utilize on chip registers to provide the operands at a rate to
keep the functional1units busy. Caches are not usually used because registers are much
faster. A cache typica\ly needs to do tag comparisons, check valid bits and multiplex the
outputs, whereas a register can be directly accessed. Another benefit to registers is that
(
they always hit whereas caches always miss the first time and may cause a write back to
memory, if write through is not supported. If the write policy is write through, all writes
are written back to main memory and the cache. In write back, only the cache is updated.
The main memory is only updated when a modified line in the cache is being overwritten
with data from a different address. But a cache with no tags, valid bits or output multiplex-
ors can be made to operate quick enough to compete with registers with the significant
benefit of a much denser layout.
Rather than use registers, the Hobbit microprocessor implements the user data
stack on chip as a dedicated cache. In most programming languages, the stack is used to
keep track of subroutine calls, local variables and argument lists. In Hobbit, an efficient
calling procedure was designed to make maximum use of the stack.
The size of the stack cache on Hobbit is 256 bytes. This is equivalent to 64 word
length registers, ho\yever, since"the stack is byte addressable, the stack can be viewed as
storage for 256 bytes of information. (For ease of implementation, parcels and words must
t;i
be aligned on half word and word boundaries, respectively.) Compared to SPARC register
windows, HoMit can be viewed as having 4 standard size "windo.ws". However, there is no
notion of a standard size window on Hobbit. All "windows" are custom sized. The size of the
~
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stack can be different from one implementation to the next since there is no "register" defini-
tion in the instruction set. There are two drawbacks in having large sized caches. The first is
that context switching would require the entire stack to be flushed back to memory. The sec-
ond is that code density decreases for addresses being accessed that are far from the Stack
Pointer due to the maximum stack offset of 64 bytes in stack relative addressing mode. (If
stack offsets are less than 64 bytes, a one parcel instruction format can be used. If stack off-
sets are greater than or equal to 64 bytes the 3 parcel format would be needed.)
4.1.7 Subroutine Calls
Researchers found that nearly one out of every 20 instructions in C language pro-
grams is a either a procedure call or a return. Since the architectures was evaluated based"on
quick execution of C programs, it iSl~perative that the subroutine call and return processes
be efficient. A modification of traditional calling procedures was defined which can complete
in as few as 4 cycles as described in Table 7.
Table 7: Call Procedure
Cycle Instruction Description
0 Prelog. Calculate outgoing arguments onto the stack. The stack pointer is not
modified.
Store the PC of the instruction at which to resume execution on a
1 CALL RETURN on the stack at the empty position which is pointed to by the
Stack Pointer(SP). Execution then continues at the target of the CALL.
-
Adjusting the stack pointer(SP) to allocate enough space for the incom-
ing variables, local variables, temporaries, and the largest possible out-
going variable list for the routine. This guarantees that enough room is
2 ENTER available on the stack to store all of the necessary variables without
overflowing the stack. If there is enough room, no further operation
needs to be done. If not, the CPU moves datCi from the stack back to
memory.
3 RETURN De-allocates space on the stack by modifying the SP and continues
execution at the PC originally stored by the call.
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Table 7: Call Procedure (Continued)
Cycle Instruction Description
-4 CATCH Guarantees that at least as much space is actually in the stack as spec-ified in the instruction.
Note: The object of a CALL must be an ENTER and the object of a RETURN must be a CATCH.
The stack cache is a circular buffer with built in range checking. Two internal reg-//
isters, th~aximum Stack Pointer(MSP) and the Stack Pointer(SP) are used to manage
the cache. These are 30 bit registers which store the highest address of data currently in the
, stack cache (MSP) and the lowest address of data on the stack cache(SP).
The ENTER and CATCH work with the MSP and SP to guarantee that enough room
is on the stack. If, on an Enter, the MSP - SP exceeds the number of storage locations in the
stack cache, enough data must be flushed back to memory to fit the new "window". In the
event that more space is needed than is present in the entire stack cache, the entire cache is
flushed and only the locations nearest the SP are kept on chip. When returning, the CATCH
does not know how much, if any, of the cache WqS flushed. It must tell the processor how
much of its allocated space should be on the stack. The processor then tries to fill that portion
of the cache.
Supporting the stack cache concept is the SP relative addressing mode. The offset
value is always considered a positive value and is added to the current value of the SP dur-
ing instruction fetch from the decoded instruction cache. Since the value of the SP only
changes during ENTER and RETURN, there is no danger that the SP will change and
invalidate the calculated addresses. Automatic range checking is done to determine if the
resulting address is in the stack cache or in main memory.
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4.2 Implementation
The Hobbit microprocessor is composed of 3 separate caches and 4 functional
blocks a~ shown in Figure 6. The major blo~ks in the typical instruction flow are: I/O
Figure 6 Hobbit Block Diagram
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Unit, Prefetch Buffer (PFB), Prefetch/Decode Unit PDU), Decoded Instruction Cache
(DINC), Execution Unit (EU), and Stack Cache(SC). A Memory Management Unit pro-
vides address translation services to the other functional blocks. The I/O unit interfaces the
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processor with the outside world. The prefetch buffer stores instructions in their encoded
form. The prefetch decode unit takes instructions from the prefetch buffer, decodes,
expands and places them in the Decoded Instruction Cache. The deco~ed instruction cache
acts as a buffer or impedance matcher between the PDU and the EU. The Execution Unit
grabs instructions from either the Decoded Instruction Cache or the Prefetch Decode Unit.
It gets data from the Stack Cache or 1/0 unit. The results are either w~itten to the stack
cache or back to memory.
The Hobbit architecture is organized as shown in Figure 6 with several buses run-
I
ning between functional blocks and caches. A 32 bit bus sends addresses from the execu-
tion or prefetch decode unit to the 1/0 unit. This is used while prefetching and demand
fetching of instructions or while reading/writing data off chip. The 32 bit data in bus is
used to place data in the stack cache or in the execution unit or to place instructions in the
prefetch buffer. The 32 bit data out bus is used to send results from the execution unit to
the stack cache or off chip. The processor uses a 4 phase clock and level sensitive latches
to decrease power consumption and increase flexibility.
4.2.1 110
The VO unit interfaces the Hobbit core with the outside world. It is responsible for
sending and retrieving instructions and transferring data to/from the external memory sub-
system. It also generates control signals and accepts and prioritizes interrupts. Although
Hobbit was designed such that it could make use of 0 wait state memories, economic and
power consumption limitations require that Hobbit also support a much slower memory
subsystem. Multiple CPU configurations are possible to allow redundancy and self check-
ing. The clocks can be stopped by asserting a~<;top clock pin to guarantee low standby
power.
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A severe constraint on Hobbit processor and for many processors is the speed of
the I/O system. This is not due to Hobbit processor but rather to the slower memory
devices used in the system. Any modifications that alleviate this bottleneck will have great
impact on the performance of Hob.bit.
4.2.2 Prejetch Buffer
The prefetch buffer is more commonly called an instruction cache. In its current
implementation, the prefetch buffer is 3Kbytes and organized as a 3 way set associative
cache with a line size of 4 words or 8 parcels (16 bytes). A simple random replacement
policy is used. The cache does support writes from either the data bus or the execution unit
so that self modifying code may be run even when the instructions are stored in ROM. The
prefetch buffer can deliver two words of encoded instructions every cycle to the prefetch
decode unit. Instructions are stored in their encoded form because of the ease of decode
and the benefit of more dense code.
4.2.3 PrejetchlDecode Unit
The role of the Prefetch Decode Unit (POU) is to fetch instructions from off chip
and then to align, decode and expand them. The POU sends requests to the PFB and I/O
frame and receives double words from both units. It receives control information from the
EU and delivers 192 bit decoded instructions to the decoded instruction cache. A dedi-
cated TLB is used to convert the virtual address requests to physical addresses.
Once the POU is started, it can operate autonomously by following the instruction
path. It can follow branches, using static branch prediction, if the target of the branch is
encoded in the instruction or the address mode is PC relative. It only stops when it detects
a branch with an indirect target or when the EU informs the POU to start fetching from a
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different address (because of misprediction or return from subroutine). If the instruction is
not in the PFB, the PDU is capable of prefetching the instructions from off chip by sending
a request to the VO unit.
There are two modes of prefetching: aggressive and demand. In aggressive
prefetching, the PDU will ask the I/O for a quad word whenever there is a miss in the PFB.
In demand prefetching, the PDU can not itself make an I/O request. lt can only do so if the
EU requests an instruction that is not in the PFB.
Because of the variable instruction length, aligning is more complicated on Hobbit
than on traditional RISC processors. However, the limited number of lengths (I, 3 and 5
parcels) and the intelligent encoding scheme allow the decoding to be simpler than on
CISC processors. When an instruction is needed, the PDU takes a double word from the
PFB or 10 and aligns the instruction. The length of the instruction, I, 3 or 5 parcels, is con-
tained in two bits of the first parcel. This makes calculation of the address of the next
instruction straight forward. A queue is used to align the parcels as they arrive from the
prefetch buffer.
The decode block of the PDU expands the instruction to 6 words: left operand,
right operand, PC (address) for this instruction, Next PC, Alternate Next PC, and control
field. Both operands are sign extended 32 bit values. The address of the next instruction
following this instruction, Next PC, is computed based on the length of the current instruc-
tion. And, in the event of a branch, the address of the instruction for the taken branch is
computed, if possible.
Since every instruction has a next address and alternate next address field, every
instruction can be a branch. This leads to the unique Hobbit technique of Branch Folding.
This entails looking at the instruction after the current instruction to see if it is a branch. If it
is, the Next PC and Alt-Next PC are substituted for the Next PC and Alt-NextPC of this
instruction. In execution, this allows branches to execute in 0 cycle.
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4.2.4 Decoded Instruction Cache(DINC}
The Decoded Instruction Cache is a direct mapped cache with 32 entries Each entry
has a tag indicating its Pc. The direct mapped cache allows only one entry per set and an
instruction can only be mapped to one set in the cache. This simplifies the operation of the
DINe requiring only one tag compare per cycle. (Decoded instruction caches are
described in detail in [21].) The DINC can accept a decoded instruction from the PDU and
send a different instruction to the execution unit in the same cycle. This can be sustained at
a rate of one input and output per cycle. If the DINC misses, it can be bypassed allowing
the PDU to send instructions directly to the EU.
4.2.5 Execution Unit
The execution unit consists of three 'stages: IR (instruction register), OR (operand
register) and RR (result register). Instructions from the DINC, or PDU, are latched into the IR
stage. The IR stage then determines where the data, if any, for the instruction is located. The
data could come from the stack cache, a subsequent pipeline stage of the execution unit,
(through bypassing/forwarding), or off chip. When the data is available, it is latched into the
OR stage and execution begins. The execution unit is not fully pipelined. That is to say that
multiple cycle operations require the instruction to sit in the OR stage until execution is com-
pleted and no other instructions can be introduced. When execution is completed, the result is
passed to the Rl3- stage. From there the result is sent to the stack cache or offchip and possibly
to the prefetch buffer (encoded instruction cache).
4.2.6 Stack Cache(SC)
The stack cache has two read ports (one for each operand). and one write port. It
can do both reads and the write in a single cycle. From a circuit standpoint, the stack cache is
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easier to implement than a generic data cache, since no tags are necessary. The stack cache
looks like a traditional SRAM (static RAM) with its high density cells. Since address calcula-
"tions are taken care of elsewhere, the addressing is simply the modulo-N address of the oper-
and, where N is the number bf words in the cache. It has advantage over register files
because of the smaller area required in SRAM designs. The limitations of the stack cache
come to light when compared to truly multi-ported register files. In order to do two reads
from the stack cache, two separate copies of the data are kept requiring two separate caches.
The single write occurs in both halves to the same address. If modifications of the architec-
ture required more read ports it would just mean adding more area to duplicate the cache
again. However, adding a write port would be much more difficult. The stack cache would
need to be redesigned to allow two writes per memory cycle. This gives rise to the constraint
of not adding a write port to the stack cache.
4.3 Execution Unit Details
The execution unit accepts decoded instructions from the DINC or PDU, fetches
operand, executes the instructions and sends results back to the stack cache, or memory
through the I/O block. lt operates independently of the PDU except when a needed instruc-
tion is not found in the DINC. The execution unit employs a three stage pipeline (see Figure
7) which is slightly different than the pipeline of most machines since instruction fetch and
decode operations have already been done. To keep the architecture clean only a few dedi-
cated purpose registers are maintained by the EU. A detailed diagram of the implementation
of the execution unit is shown in Figure 8.
Ther~ are a few registers which serve dedicated purposes in the execution unit.
Table A- I lists these registers and their purpose.
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Figure 7 Execution Unit Pipeline
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4.3.1 1R Stage
The task of the IR stage is to resolve indirection for the left and right operand and to
request for data from the SC or memory for the next stage of the pipeline. Immediate data
requires no generation and can be passed directly to the OR stage and so requires no action to
be done. If the operand is an absolute address, the address is latched and a request is made for
the data value. If the address is stack relative, the address is resolved by adding the offset to
SP.
Indirect data access is performed by going through the lR twice. The first time
through, the contents of the original address is passed to the stack or off chip. The address
contained at that location is then relatched in the appropriate IR latch. This works for indi-
rect operand values as well as indirect jumps, where the target address is returned to the
next-PC field. The pipeline is fully bypassed/ forwarded eliminating all read after write)
hazards. Data is fed back from the execute stage(OR) or write-back stage (RR) to the IR stage
in the event of an indirect memory access where the pointer has just been updated but not yet
written back to memory. If the destination address from any other stage matches the source
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I fiQlure 8 IExecLltDoro Unit Implementation
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of the indirect address, the result address from that stage is forwarded before being written to
the cache or memory.
The IR stage also controls the fetching of instructions for the EU. The branch
infonnation, PC, next PC, and alternate nem PC is available from the DINC or the PDU.
The alternate next PC field is latched directly. The next PC of the IR can come from the
alternate next-PC field of any of the EU stages, the next PC field from the DINC/PDU, the
stack cache or the data bus (indirect addressing). The next PC address which is latched by
the IR is then used by the DINC to access the next instruction. The PC for the IR stage
comes from the next PC field of the IR which was computed during the previous instruc-
tion cycle. This allows tracking of instructions for interrupt purposes.
Although most instructions execute in one cycle, those that take longer will stall
the pipeline. In addition, the IR stage may be busy resolving an indirection in which case,
I
the fetching from the DINC or PDU will be stalled.
4.3.2 OR Stage
The operand register holds the actual operands values to be used in the ALU or
execute phase. The operands can come from various sources. If the values in the IR stage
are immediate, they flow through unmodified to the OR stage. If the IR stage holds
addresses which hit in the stack, the values come from the stack cache. If they miss they
must come from memory unless they can be forwarded from a subsequent stage.
The destination address is also computed and latched by selecting either the SP +4
(accumulator - 2 1/2 address instructions), the SP (calls), or the left operand address as stored
in the IR stage. The need to bypass from subsequent stages is determined by the comparison
of the destination address with the addresses originally latched in the IR stage. The destina-
tion and operand address, alignment and word size must match if forwarding is going to be
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allowed. If not, the OR is stalled until the results can be correctly read from memory later.
(An example is writing to a byte but needing to read a word at the same address).
The OR stage may take more than one cycle if the data is not in the stack cache, in
which case the IR stage can not m~ve on to the'next operation. If the instruction being exe-
cuted is a divide or require I/O, the entire pipeline is stalled. In this case the IR can not
resolve an indirection while the OR waits for an operand to be loaded.
4.3.3 RR Stage
The result register contains the result of the ALU operation. The ALU operation
first takes the operands from the OR stage, aligns them and sign extends them (if needed).
ALU operations always occur on 32 bit words. After the ALU operation is complete, the
result is then properly aligned before being latched in the RR stage. The result is then writ-
ten off chip or to the stack in the next stage.
Branching is handled by examining the flag in the PSW. If the branch is uncondi-
tional or the predicted condition is met (the flag is set/reset matching the prediction) no
change is necessary since the prefetching followed the correct path. If the prediction is
incorrect, the alternate PC is loaded into the next PC register, and all instructions in the IR/
OR stage are invalidated.
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Chapter 5: Proposed Modifications
Folding a floating point unit in to the existing architecture requires several steps. First
the precision of data to be supported must be defined. Next, the instruction set must be
extended to include floating point operations. Prior to integration, a functional layout of the
FPU is required and some performance assumptions must be made. All of these steps are
interrelated. For instance, definition of precision, dictates data path width which affects inte-
gration into the processor and FPU performance.
There are also limitations as to what can be modified in the existing architecture
\.[
which serve as constraints to the solution. As was noted earlier, the Hobbit processor has no
general purpose and very few special purpose user accessible registers. Maintaining this phi-
losophy is a major stumbling block. An analysis of the stack cache revealed that only one
write port is allowed, yet peak performance may require more than one instruction be retired
per cycle.
The elegance and efficiency of the Hobbit microprocessor organization also com-
plicate the introduction of a new functional unit. The variable length instructions compli-
cate the ability to fetch more than one instruction per cycle. Although this can be achieved
with additional hardware, the decoding time might be too inefficient. Finally, size and cost
are important factors which limit the solution space.
5.1 Architecture of Floating Point Unit
The design of the FPU can be broken down into three components which are visi-
ble to the user. A decision must be made as to what data types will be supported. The
instruction set must be expanded to comply with the IEEE standard. The basic organiza-
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tion of the floating point unit needs to be discussed to understand the integration into the
overall architecture. Finally, assumptions about performance must be made.
5.1.1 Data Types
Single and double floating point data types will be supported. Because of the 32 bit
wide data paths, and 32 bit wide stack cache, single precision arithmetic can be handled
with ease. Access to the operands is supported without stalling the pipeline ifthe data is in
the stack or in the pipeline. For communications type algorithms, single precision arith-
metic is sufficient as evidenced in the use of 32/40 bit representation in AT&T's DSP321 O.
For applications that may need increased precision at the cost of throughput double preci-
sion is also supported. However, double precision would require two accesses from the
stack or I/O unit for each operand. Although the IEEE standard encourages supporting sin-
gle extended formats, the increase in instruction format complexity to implement a third
format is not reasonable. If the user wants better than single precision computations, hel
she must use double precision.
5.1.2 Instruction Set Extensions
In keeping with the philosophy and ease of implementation of the reduced instruc-
tion set of the Hobbit microprocessor, a small but sufficient number of floating point instruc- .
tions need to be added. These instructions must cover arithmetic, convert, and compare
-
operations as required. No user visible registers or floating point register files should be used.
However, all arithmetic operations should allow an implicit accumulator as the destination.
This requirement is modeled after the current integer instructions. In addition, a separate mul-
tiply accumulate instruction must be supported which uses the accumulator as both input and
output. This yields high dot product performance which is used heavily in communications
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processes. (The number of accumulators that are required is a function of pipeline latency
and will be discussed later). Since the current integer multiply implemented in the EU uses
successive addition, the FPU multiply sub-unit should also provide fast single word inte-
ger multiplication. Table 8 shows the instruction set extensions. Note that there are no
instructions to move single or double precision floating point values. Since there are no
registers, only memory locations, there is no need for special move instructions.
Table 8: Floating Point Instructions (both double and single precision)
Class Instruction Description
FADD,FSUB
Arithmetic FMUL Implied accumulator as destination also
supported
FDIV,FREM,FSQRT
Multiply-Ace FMAC Multiple accumulate, implied accumulator
addend and destination
Conversions F(i;s,d)TO(i,s,d) Convert between integer, single precision
"- and double precision floating
Comparison FEQ,FGT,FGE,FUN Equal, greater than, greater than or equal,
and unordered
TESTFV Test for Overflow
TESTFU Test for Underflow
Test Exception TESTFD Test for Divide by Zero
------
-~ _.
TESTFI Test for invalid
TESTFX Test for inexact
Branch
..
FJMPT,FJMPF Branch on floating point flag
A new dedicated register must be defined for control/monitoring of floating point
operations. The floating point status word (FPSW) is a read/write register which contains
bits pertaining to rounding,mode, enabling/disabling of traps/interrupts on exceptions, sticky
bits to record or mask floating point exceptions. It also includes a branching flag for use by
.
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the floating point branch instruction. Five new instructions must be added to test the stored
exception conditions in the FPSW (similar to the TESTC and TESTV integer based opera-
tions). And just like those instructions, testing clears the associated bit in the FPSW. It is
important for performance reasons to have a separate branching flag for the floating point
unit. It allows instructions in the two different functional units to execute out-of-order
with respect to each other.
<f-
Comparison ir1structions will use the floating point ALU and should set the flag in
the FPSW for use in branch control. Because branches can be taken on the flag condition
being set or cleared, these four comparison instructions should be'sufficient. Other instruc-
tions can be added which would increase performance at minimal cost, but these should
provide a sufficient set.
5.1.3 Organization ofFPU
The FPU will consist of two major sub-units: adder(ALU) and multiplier. They
must be connected so that the output of the multiplier can be fed directly to the adder in
support of multiply accumulate instructions. A prime consideration is the amount of hard-
ware to be used in the FPU. The Hobbit microprocessor is a low cost-high performance
processor. Accordingly, silicon area must be used judiciously. For communications appli-
cation, single precision arithmetic is satisfactory. Double precision multiplication is not a
necessity. A single precision floating point/single word integer multiplier (32x32) can save
area and allow higher clock frequencies than a single cycle double precision or larger unit
(54x54). (The current EU does not have a hardware multiplier for integer values). The per-
formance degradation for going through the multiplier four times for double precision is
insignificant compared to the memory access time for double precision numbers.
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Figure 9 shows a possible organization of the FPU. Implementing the floating
point multiply accumulate instructions is different from the integer or other floating point
instructions where the accumulator is implicitly an output and explicitly can be an input.
The floating point multiply accumulate instructions implicitly use the accumulator as an
input and an output. To avoid a performance decrease, this requires three read ports: left
operand, right operand and accumulator. There is only one output of the floating point
unit which is rounded according to the IEEE standard. An option is offered similar to the
AMD 29050 [20] which allows a fast add mode(subtract). The decrease in latency is
achieved by not supporting denonnals as the IEEE standard dictates.
For maximum precision, output from the multiply sub-unit to the ALU is wider
than the required 54 bits for double precision. This makes the internal calculations more
accurate than would have been achieved using rounding. The ALU unit is fully bypassed
so that the add, subtract or multiply accumulate can be issued every instruction, or every
other instruction (except when supporting denormals) even with dependent data in consec-
utive instructions.
Table 9: Performance of Proposed Floating Point Unit
Instruction Single Precision Double Preclslon3
Latency Throughput Latency Throughput
Add/Sub 3/4 1 3/4 1
Multiply 2 1 6 4
MultAcc 4 1 8 4
a. Assumes double precision numbers C,Ul be delivered in one cycle. This can
not occur so minimum throughput is 2 cycles.
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Figllre 9 Possible Floating Point Unit Organization
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Table 9 lists the perforrriance of the sample FPU. The current Hobbit microproces-
sor operating frequency of 30MBz at 5V or 20MHz at 3Y. At those rates, the latency of the
pipelines ranges from 66-l33nS(5V) to 100-200ns (3V). ihis compares reasonably with
the computation times presented earlier. Of prime importance is that the issue rate for the
FPU is one instruction per cycle for peak performance in single precision mode. Notice
also that the latency for the add operation is much longer than for the multiply. This cre-
ates some complications becauSe adds and multiplications can not be interleaved without
stalls due to the combined use of the round unit. However, the FPU can stilI achieve a peak
throughput of one instruction per cycle.
5.J.4 Accumulators
The minimum requiref11ents to support the extended instruction set is one accumu-
lator that can store both single Precision and double precision values. This can be accom-
plished in one double word space. Performance considerations may dictate multiple
accumulators. The reference FPU irnplementation requires only one accumulator for sus-
tained single cycle throughput of addition/subtraction or multiply-accumulate instructions.
However, the multiplication sub-unit has a latency of two cycles with no internal forward-
ing. To achieve the same sust~ined single cycle throughput for single precision, two accu-
mulators are needed. A compromise is to stall through an interlock if a dependency was
found and two accumulators could not be provided. For double precision, the throughput
of the multiply operation is already 4 cycles per operation. A delay of an additional cycle
when using the accumulator f11ight be acceptable.
The accumulator(s) mUst be accessible in both single precision and double preci-
sion formats. However, it is assumed that single precision and double precision accumula-
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tors are not needed at the same time and so the same memory location can be used to store
either single precision or double precision values.
For integer operations, the accumulator is defined as SP + 4. It is logical to assign
the first floating point accumulator to location SP+8. Since this is a double word aligned
address, it can support both a single and double precision value (as discussed earlier dou-
ble precision values must be double word aligned to minimize address calculation over-
head). The second single precision accumulator can be defined as SP+12, or the upper half
of the double precision accumulator.
The Stack Pointer is aligned on quad words boundaries. This assignment is very effi-
cient, since the accumulator space does not cross quad word boundaries. Table 10 illustrates
the location of the accumulators in the stack frame.
Table 10: Accumulator Mapping on Stack
Stack Contents
Location
SP+12 Single FP Acc2 Double FP Acc1 hi
SP+8 Single FP Acc1 Double FP Acc1 10
SP+4 Integer accumulator
SP Empty - Storage for PC on next call
5.1.5 Memory Requirements for/ntegration ofFPU
The floating point unit needs up to thre~ operands every cycle. It can output a maxi-
mum of one operand per cycle. Accordingly, the stack cache must be modified to allow a
minimum of three read ports. As was discussed earlier, this is a relatively straight forward
task and does not involve adding a write port. When executing double precision instructions,
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two reads to consecutive memorW locations will be used rather than increasing internal intra-
block data paths to 64 bits.
5.2 Integration
Integrating the reference FPU can be done in two ways. The FPU can be tightly
meshed with the existing EU. Instructions can be single issued and subsequently sent
down either the floating point pipeline or the integer pipeline. This is conceptually and
hardware-wise the simplest solution. Very little extra logic, beyond the floating point unit,
needs to be added. However, this might not be the best performance option. Based on the
earlier code segment for implementing a dot product operation, it would take three instruc-
tions and three cycles for each multiply accumulate. At the current Hobbit processor rate of
20MHz, this translates to 13.3 MFLOPs (million floating point operations per second). Many
commercial processors can easily exceed that rate. The AT&T DSP321 0 can execute.
25MFLOPs.
Although the single issue machine would be much simpler, the performance would
not be on par with the new processors which are typically superscalar. The superscalar
alternative is to allow the FPU to operate in paralleland concurrent with the existing EU.
In this case, instructions would need to be dual issued. Along with dual issue, dual retire-
ment is required. Under this scenario, the 20MHz processor could deliver 20MFLOPs.
This leads to the premise that the FPU and EU must operate in tandem. Several
areas of the processor must be addressed to allow superscalar (pseudo-superscalar) opera-
tion. The Prefetch Decode Unit must be capable of issuing more than one instruction per
cycle to the decoded instruction cache (DINe). The DINe must be able to accept multiple
instructions and send an instruction to each functional unit every cycle. The functional units
must be able to retire two instructions simultaneously. In addition some scoreboarding must
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be done to ensure that no data hazards occur because of common operand/destination pairs
between the two functional units.
5.2.1 PrefetchDecode Unit
Because of the variable width instructions, branch folding and queue logic
involved and prefetch buffer line width, it is difficult to fetch multiple instructions at the
same time. Currently, a double word (4 parcels) is presented to the PDU every cycle. /
Because instructions are not required to be aligned on word, double word or quad word, it
may not always be possible to find two complete instructions in the queue and input dou-
ble word. Therefore, two instructions can not be issued every cycle. However, it should be
possible to send one or two instructions to the OINC every cycle, depending on the
instruction encoding. 'J
A modification must be made in the branch folding logic. Branches that test the
flag in the PSW, so called integer branches (JMPT, JMPF), can only be folded with
instructions destined for the integer unit. Branches that test the flag in the FPSW, so called
floating point branches (FJMPT,FJMPF), can only be folded with instructions destined for
the integer unit. The unconditional branch can be folded with any instruction. The instruc-
tions would be sent along with a timestamp to the decoded instruction cache. The POU
would still need to prefetch instructions along the instruction stream and the timestamp
should reflect that order. The maximum size, B, of the timestamp is given by
B == log2N + I
where N is the number of instructions that may exist in the processor (DINC, EU ,FPU) at any
time.
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5.2.2 Decoded Instruction Cache
In this cache, the instructions have already been decoded and contain the PC of the
current instruction, the next PC, an alternate next PC, a left operand and right operand.
Reading two instructions from this cache in one cycle as it is currently)mplemented would
be difficult. This process would involve doing a read of a requested PC while simulta-
neously doing a tag compare. If the comparison was valid, the next PC value for that line
would be taken and the process would repeat for the second instruction. These operations
must be done in series.
An alternative is to use an intelligent FIFO with two read ports and one write port.
The Prefetch Decode Unit would place instructions in the FIFO in order, one per cycle,
and attach a timestamp on them. The FPU and EU could both read an instruction in the
same cycle. A restriction is imposed that the instructions issue in order from the FIFO.
This makes maintenance of the instruction stream much simpler.
5.2.2.1 Issue
The timestamp associated with each entry is included in the set of data given to the
FPU and the EU. Every cycle the FPU<Ind EU would eitherrequesta new instruction (ready)
or tell the FIFO that it is busy. The timestamp of the currently executing or stalled instruction
is also presented. The FIFO looks at the timestamp to determine which unit knows the true
next-Pc. The request with the most recent timestamp correctly knows which is the next
instruction. Since branching can occur in either unit, there is an override so that one can
demand precedence. If they both demand precedence, the unit with the older timestamp wins.
The FIFO then tries to send two instructions. If the first instruction can not be issued because
the desired functional unit is busy, no instructions are issued. If the first instruction can be
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issued and the second uses the other functional unit and it is not busy both instructions are
sent. Figure 10 shows the signalling for issue logic between FIFO and functional units.
Figure 10 Issue -lntelllgentFIFO to Functional Blocks
Intelligent Decoded Instruction FIFO replaces Decoded Instruction Cache
-.
Instruction N+ I - can only issue if Instruction N issues and no structural hazar I
Instruction N - must issue if no structural hazard ~
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The hardware is a little more complex than the cache, since there are two read ports.
The FIFO entries must have tags with the current PC just like the current cache. The difficulty
involved is reading the FIFO. The read of the next instructions in the FIFO can occur in paral-
leI with the tag compare of all entries in the FIFO. If the tags match, the instructions are ready
to go. However, if the tag compare fails, a new read will be required at the FIFO entry where
the tag match was found, if any.
In the normal case where the PDU prefetched along the correct path, this can run
issue instructions much faster than a dual ported cache. In the case where the PDU erred in
following the instruction stream this strategy would not be any slower than a dual ported
cache solution.
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5.2.3 Execution Unit Modifications
As was mentioned before, two widely used mechanisms for increasing throughput
while avoiding hazards, are register renaming and scoreboarding. In the Hobbit architec-
ture there are no registers to rename. 10 be sure, an aliasing scheme'could be conceived,
but it is not likely to be practical considering the 32 bit length of the addresses.
Hazards, although handled with relative ease on the original Hobbit architecture,
are much more complex when using dual issue or multiple functional units with single
issue. A first concern is that the technique used to bypass all stages would require an
incredible growth in the number of 32 bit data paths which would need to be routed. In the
simplest case there are two points in each functional unit where feedback is possible (output
of ALU/FPU and retirement register (RR)). When routed to the ten different places the for-
warded data might need to go, complete bypassing yields a possible 40 paths. Each multi-
plexor at the OR/lR stage would require at least two more input busses, causing some
. .
multiplexors to have as many as 8 inputs.
Beyond the increased wiring complexity comes all of the hazards associated with
superscalar machines which were discussed earlier. Because of the two pipes and varying
latencies, more diligence must be given to detection. In addition, the performance cost of
stalling the pipeline versus the increase area and power used by additional logic must be
considered. Furthermore, the interaction between the two functional units must be deter-
mined.
Because the two functional units pipelines are fairly shallow, only a few instruc-
tions can exist at anyone time. A small destination file can be used to tract the instructions
in the pipeline. A difficulty encountered with the Hobbit's architecture is that the address
identifiers are very long (32 bits), much longer than most processors register addresses (4-
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6 bits). The key to arriving at a reasonable solution is to minimize the number of wide
comparisons needed.
A destination file is proposed to assist in the hazard detection and forwarding. It
has several entries: ID, destination, value, valid, most recent. The ill is the tag that was
originally given to the instruction by the prefetch decode unit. The destination is the desti-
nation address of the instruction. The value is the result of the instruction and the valid bit
indicates that execution is complete and is ready to be written back. The most recent bit
indicates that, if there are multiple instructions that write a destination, this instruction is
the most recent.
5.2.3.1 Address Generation/Operand Fetch (fR)
Intra-stage hazards can arise in the IR stage because of the indirection of operands
and destinations. Consider the following code sequence when executed with the proposed
issue strategy of issuing two instructions simultaneously.
PC. MULT *A,B /* where A contains the address OxFFOO */
PC+1. AI)D OxFFOO, I /* address OxFFOO =address OxFFOO+1 */
The multiply instruction wiI} use the floating point pipe, while the increment will use
the integer pipe. In theory, both instructions can be issued at the same time. In the first cycle,
the multiply instruction moves into the IR and sends out the address A while the increment
instruction sends out the address OxOOFF. In the next cycle, the indirection gets resolved and
{the IR sends out the address contained in A, OxFFOO, while the increment instruction has
moved to the OR stage and latched the data from memory. Without further correction, the
increment instruction will result in the address OxFFOO being incremented instead of it being
multiplied by B and then incremented. A solution is to delay the increment instruction so
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that it also spends two cycles in the IR stage. Then a data dependency check can be made
between the instructions in the IR stage.
Consider the case where the instructions are in the opposite order and no destina-
tion is indirect but ratherthe operand of the second instruction is an indirect.
Pc. ADD OxFFOO, 1 /* address OxFFOO == address OxFFOO+1 */
PC+1. MULTB,*A /* where A and B are integers, and A==OxFFOO */
In this case, the resolution of address A to a final.data value must be completed after the add
has completed.
Consider a final case where an operand in the first instruction is directly used by
the second instruction.
Pc. ADD A,l /* address OxFFOO == address OxFFOO+ 1 */
PC+1. MULT B,*A /* where A and B are integers, and A==OxFFOO */
In this case, the first instruction must complete before the resolution of *A begins.
The IR stage must be modified to handle intra-instruction dependencies because of
these problems with indirection. Some simple rules can ensure hazards are detected and
appropriately handled. If the older instruction has an indirect as its destination, it must be
resolved first. If the younger instruction'has an indirect for one of its operands, it must be
resolved last. After resolving the addresses, if required, intradependency checks are done
,
to ensure that one instruction is not dependent on the other. Otherwise, the instructions can
be executed independently.
After these hazards have been noted, the IR stage starts its work. Addresses latched
in the IR registers are compared against the destination file to see if any destination
address matches its 'Source operands. This takes a total of five comparisons for each entry
I
in the destination file, two for the integer unit and three for the floating point unit. If one
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matches, that one is the source for the operand. The operand is then latched Into the OR
stage when it becomes available, unless it is an indirection which requires another loop. If
more than one matches, then the most recently written one is used. For this purpose, the
register file must have at least 5 read ports, one for each IR/OR data latch. The input to the
IRiOR latch can come from the ALU output, the destination file, or the more typical
sources: stack cache, memory, instruction cache, or an optional data cache. Operands are
locked into the OR stage as soon as available. If the operand is not immediately available,
but rather it is in execution, the IR will stall on that operand while waiting for completion
of execution. On every cycle the IR will again check the destination file, but since the
)
instruction/destination that sourced the operand is known, the lookup can occur with the
ID tag rather than the full address.
When the completely resolved destination is known, it is then written into the file
along with its ID. Concurrently, a comparison is made to determine if any instruction in the
destination file has the same address. If there is a match, the current one is marked as most
recent. In that manner, multiple matches, like those discussed above are much easier to
resolve. No comparison of timestamps or IDs is needed. If no space is available in the desti-
nation file for new entries, instruction issue is stalled until there is space. Meanwhile, the
instruction is held at the OR stage and any subsequent instructions are stalled.
5.2.3.2 Execution (OR)
Execution can begin when all operands are ready and sitting in the OR stage. When
an instruction is completed, the result is stored in the destination file. (The data can be for-
warded back to the execute stage or the address generation stage.) The key used to write to
the destination file is the ID tag. The valid flag is set to indicate that the contents of that
field are valid.
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Figure 11 Destination File
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5.2.3.3 Retiring Instructions (RR)
The small destination file that was discussed in the previous section must now be
expanded to ensure that instructions are retired in order. (see Figure 11) The additional
entries contain the significant bits from the PSW and FPSW, PC and resolved next PC. The
inputs come from the ALU or FPU. This register file replaces the RR stage in the previous
design. Entry into the register file may be done out of order. Feedback of the proper data is
the responsibility of the IR stage as discussed earlier.
Results leave the retirement registers in strict PC order. There are two ports. One is
dedicated to accumulator locations on the stack cache. The other is for writing to other loca-
tions on the stack, memory, or a potential data cache. In this manner, two instructions can
be retired in one cycle.
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5.2.4 Speculative Execution
Speculative execution does not occur in this architecture because instructions always
execute in order within a functional unit and all conditional branches are classified as to
J
which functional unit should execute them. The Hobbit processor branches on the flag in
the PSW for integer instructions which is set by TESTC, TESTV, CMPEQ, CMPGT, and
CMPHI and on the FPSW flag for floating point instructions which is set by TESTFV,
TESTFU, TESTFD, TESTFI, TESTFX, FEQ, FGT, FGE, and FUN. (Arithmetic instructions
do not set the branch flag. See Chapter 4.) The integer compare instructions set the flag based
on compares done in the integer unit and the integer test instructions are affected by previ-
ously executed instructions that run only in the integer unit. A similar statement is true for the
floating point unit.
Since within functional units the instructions are executed in order and between func-
tional units the instructions move through the pipeline in unison, there is no possible data or
control hazard concerning those condition codes.
5.2.4.1 Exceptions - Changes in Flow
Because the PC of the instructions and the next or alternate-next PC are available,
it is easy to assure that changes in flow do not corrupt the results. In addition, exceptions
are handled cleanly. The destination file keeps the state of the machine as it changes with
each instruction so that it can be restored. For instructions which execute in the integer
pipe, flags and bits that it can set are stored as their values at the end of the execution,
while flags and bits it can not change are stored as their values prior to that cycle's start.
:,
Therefore, as instructions are retired in order, a copy of the machines state at that point in
the strictly sequential instruction stream are known. Because of this procedure exceptions
are handled precisely.
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5.3 Supporting Memory Organization - Stack Cache Modifications
An original constraint was that the stack cache could not have multiple write ports.
However, as mentioned previously, the accumulators and any other single location on the
stack cache can be updated at the same time. This is necessary to achieve issue rates near or
better than one per cycle. This apparent contradiction can be managed if the bottom three
words just above the stack pointer, (SP+4 through SP+ IS) are actually kept in a register file.
Whenever a read or write is addressed in that range, the register file with words (1-3) or bytes
(4-15) responds. The remainder of the cache remains untouched. The original data for the
three words nearest the SP is still kept in the stack cache. However, any modification to the
register file will invalidate that data.
The quad word register file would require 5 read ports and 2 write ports. The stack
cache would need 4 read ports in addition to the single write port. This optimizes the per-
fonnance while minimizing the area used by the stack.
A difficulty is encountered when a procedure call is taken and the stack pointer is
adjusted. The contents of the register locations must be transferred to the appropriate location
on the stack. This can increase the call overhead by 3 cycles, which reduces the benefit of the
fast calling sequence. The additional cycles needed to update the cache can be reduced by
keeping track of which accumulators changed before the procedure call. Only those accumu-
lators that changed must have the contents of the register file transferred to the stack cache. A
similar problem occurs on a return from the call. The values in the accumulators must be
restored. However, tracking which accumulator locations were modified can be used to deter-
mine which registers need to be restored.
This is a lot of overhead, but to allow maximum throughput, while maintaining the
credo of NO user/programmer visible registers, it is required. Of course, a typical RISe
processor wo"rild require that the general purpose register be save on procedure calls. In
this light, the penalty from a call is not unusual.
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Another option is to change the stack cache into a circular addressable register file
with multiple write ports. While it is impractical to complete 2 writes in series to a cache
(memory cells), it is not impractical to use a multi-ported register file. The area of the register
file would be much larger than a single 4 ported cache. But the total area for the proposed
implementation, including control logic, 4 ported stack cache and the three word register file,
might be comparable to the area for a true multi-ported register file. In addition, the multi-
ported register file would not incur the previously discussed overhead during a procedure call.
The benefit of both solutions is that they both conform to the current architectural
model of a circular stack. The added cost of multiple ports is simply required when issuing
multiple instructions.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work
The quality of the modifications is determined by several factors. Quantitative
results determine how well the processor meets its goals, while qualitative metrics deter-
mine the extensibility and relative success in achieving the desired goals of integrating the
FPU.
6.1 Effect of the Proposed Modifications
The effectiveness of the proposed changes is measured by the increased silicon
area and power consumption compared to the increased performance. The accuracy and
repeatability of the calculations is also a topic for evaluation.
6.1.1 Area
A key factor in evaluating the design is the area required to implement this new
architecture. As a point of reference, the existing Hobbit microprocessor includes 419,000
transistors in 92 mm2. The floating point unit is a requirement, so the area incurred by that
block is not considered in evaluating the new organization of the processor. The major
changes to the processor to support the new floating point unit are the expansion of the
stack cache, modification of the PDU and DINC, and addition of the destination file.
The dual ported stack cache currently occupies less than 2% of the chip area. This
would need to be doubled to a four ported cache and the multi-ported accumulator register
file must be added. This would most likely require a 3-4% increase in area over the exist-
ing chip area. The PDU logic needs to be modified to allow 1 to 2 instructions to be placed
in the DINC every cycle. This might take only 0.5% or less of the existing chip area. The
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DINe is also less than 2% of the current chip area and modification might expand this area by
a factor of 2. The addition of the destination file will likely take a maximum of 1-2%.
The total area cost for using the proposed architectural and organizational changes
is less than 8-10%. Beyond the area for each block is the increased intrablock routing. This
must be added to the previous estimate.
6.1.2 Power
The power consumption of the processor would definitely increase with all of these
modifications. Studies need to be done to determine if it is feasible to shut down functional
units when pot needed. A concern in low power systems is that power might be wasted
when speculatively executing instructions that are invalidated because of delayed mispre-
dicted branches. However, the depth of speculative execution is minimal because of the
depth of the pipeline, the presence of only two functional units each with a single reserva-
tion station, and the in-order issue. Therefore, the amount of power wasted is likely to be
small and is a fair trade-off for the increased performance.
6.1.3 Pelformance
Peak performance as measured by an unrolled multiply accumulate with postfixes
of the source addresses is shown in Table LJ. It is possible to complete one multiply accu-
mulate instruction every other cycle, assuming the data for the multiply accumulate is in
the stack. Both the multiply and the first increment can be issued at the same time because
one is an integer instruction and the other is a floating point instruction. The destination of
the first instruction is not an indirect, the operands in the second instructions are also not
indirects and the operands for the second instruction do not depend on the results of the
first instruction. This allows both instructions to start indirect resolution and operand fetch
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in the beginning of cycle 1. By the end of that cycle, the operand for the increment instruc-
tion is latched in the OR stage of the integer pipeline. Meanwhile the first instruction is
still undergoing address resolution. At the start of cycle 2, the operands for the multiply-
accumulate instruction are fetched and the increment for the second instruction has begun.
At the end of cycle 2, the operands for the multiply-accumulate are latched and the incre-
ment is complete. The FPU starts its operation in cycle 3. Meanwhile, the results of
instruction 2 are written to the destination file. The results must remain in the destination
file until the FPU results are written to the destination file, then both results can be retired.
While the first two instructions are moving through the pipeline, the intelligent FIFO
is looking to issue more instructions. At the end of cycle 1, the operand for the increment
A instruction is latched and the IR stage is available. This allows a new instruction, incre-
ment B, to be latched in the IR stage. The next instruction in the stream is another floating
point multiply accumulate. However, that instruction can not be issued because the IR
stage is still busy resolving the indirection of the original multiply accumulate. The FMAC
instruction can be issued in cycle 3 when the original indirection has been resolved.
Later in the pipeline the ability to forward results is shown. At the end of cycle 7, the
rounded result of the first multiply accumulate is fed to the input of the add input cif the
second multiply accumulate instruction in cycle 8.
6.1.4 Accuracy
There is potential shortcoming with the current architecture of the floating point
unit and the method of integration is present in this implementation. Single precision float-
ing point calculations are inherently inaccurate because of the small number of mantissa
bits. As was mentioned before, several processors, the proposed Hobbit FPU included,
maintain extended precisions within the FPU while executing multiply accumulate
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instructions. In the example unrolled loop which was presented, the accumulator is not
internally forwarded. It is always rounded and stored in the destination file before being
forward as an input to the adder for subsequent instructions. This will occur whenever one
or more instructions separate two multiply accumulate instructions.
This causes two problems. The first is that the same instruction sequence of two
multiply accumulates (MAC), which use the same accumulator, can result in two different
results if one executes the MAC in consecutive time slots and the other executes them with
one or more cycles separating them. This problem can be avoided by requiring that differ-
ent accumulators be used when using consecutive MAC instructions.
It is likely that in most code sequences, the multiply accumulate will have some
delay between them (to do pointer indexing and other control functions). This gives rise to
the other problem which is that the single precision accuracy may not be sufficient. If it is
not, a modification must be made so that the extended precision can some how be recorded
in the destination file and the accumulator space on the stack cache. In this manner, higher
precision results can be obtained. The difficulty is in maintaining rounded and extended
results at the same memory location.
6.2 Summary
This topic of this thesis was the integration of a floating point unit in to the Hobbit
microprocessor. The goals were to extend the architecture in such a way as to be consistent
with the current programming model and organization. Important metrics were area,
power and performance. After discussing several advanced processor strategies, it was
decided that a superscalar model could be designed which would be consistent with the
current design styles in the microprocessor arena.
The proposed modifications includes separate floating point and integer functional
units. A maximum of two instructions can be issued in-order. Within a functional unit
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instructions are executed in-order execution. However, between functional units, execu-
tions can occur out-of-order (primarily due to delays in accessing operands). Each func-
_tional unit has a single "reservation station", where an instruction can sit while awaiting
/
operands or execution. A destination file was proposed to eliminate data hazards and to
handle interrupt precisely. Speculative branching is allowed to the extent that while an
instruction containing a branch is executing but not yet completed in one functional unit,
the other functional unit can continue along the predicted path.
The modifications to the Hobbit architecture do not result in a deviation from the
current programming model except for the inclusion of floating point instructions. This
means that the processor will be binary compatible with the original. Existing programs do
not use the new floating point instructions. Only integer mUltiplication instructions would
execute in the floating point unit. Therefore there will be no significant increas~ in the per-
fonnance of existing binary programs unless they heavily use the multiply instruction.
Future studies must be performed to thoroughly evaluate the extensibility of the
new architecture. As mentioned previously, a severe performance limitation in the multi-
ple accumulate loop is off chip data access. It may be required to add a data cache or some
other fast memory to store coefficients and data for the floating point unit. Another topic
for further research is the required accuracy of the multiply accumulate instruction for
DSP type programs. A software model of the architecture remains to be written and tested
on real code ton ensure the viability of this proposal. Finally, the existing compiler needs
to be modified to support the new instructions.
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Table 11 :Pipellne sequence for C=(*A++ * *S++)+C
# J Cycle I 1
--
1 I FMAC1 Ill! Fetch
abc1
2 I iNCa Fetch a
~4 fMAC1
11
11! Retire a
IRetire· c,Write
10
;i:l Retire b ::i:i:
iii:;: !·~:!i
9
Round
C1 Avail
IRetire c,8
Add
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Hold in destination file for previous instructi~n
Write b I Hold in destination file for previou's instruction
Add
·5
Write a
Mul Man ISum PP INorm!
Add Exp Adj Exp Denorm
inc b
Norm!
Denorm
4
Write b I Hold in destination file for previo~~nstruction
Round .
C1 Avail' mWnte
\ lIlII II
Hold in destination file for previous instructi~n;l: Retire a
Sum PP
Adj Exp
Fetch Resolve
abc1 Fetch
*a:b
Fetch a inc a
Fetch b
2 3
Resolve Mul ManFetch Add Exp
*a,*b
Inc a Write a
Fetch b Inc b
iNCa
iNCb
5
6
00
o
7 FMAC1 Fetch
abc1
Resolve
Fetch
*a,*b
Mul Man I Sum PP
Add Exp Adj Exp
Nonnl
Denorm Add Round
8 INCa Fetch a l1!Ilnc a Write a I Hold for previous instruction
9 INC b Fetch b Inc b Write b' Hold in destination file for previ-
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Appendix A
Table A-1: Registers In Execution Unit In the Hobbit Microprocessor
Name Description Fields/Details
", . -"
Timer1,2 Configuration - defines which event to
count.
Prefetch Mode - aggressive/demand
Config Configuration Register Cache enables - Prefetch, Instruction, Stack
Kernel Data Endian - big or little
PC extension
Address Mode - PhysicalNirtual
User Endian - data big/little endian mode
Interrupt Priority - mask interrupts
Enter Guard - Set on enter if stack not flushed
Execution Level - user/kernel
Current Stack Pointer - Stack or Interrupt Stack
PSW Processor Status Regis- Trace Basic Block - force exceptions on change in
ter program flow (jump, call, return)
Trace Instruction - forces exception after next
instruction
Overflow -set if overflow on signed arithmetic opera-
tions, cleared if no overflow on signed arithmetic
Carry - set if carry out during unsigned arithmetic or
borrow on SUB, cleared if no carry
Flag - used for conditional branches.
MSP Maximum Stack Pointer Address of highest stack location stored on chip.
SP Stack Pointer Address of the top of the stack
SHAD Shadow Register Copy of the current stack Pointer
ISP Interrupt Stack Pointer Address of interrupt stack. Used as the stack pointer
when the current stack pointer bit of the PSW is O.
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)Table A-1: Registers In Execution Unit (Continued)ln the Hobbit Microprocessor
Name Description Fields/Details
STB Segment Table Base Virtual address mode - pointer to the start of seg-
ment table used in address translation
TIMER1& Timer1,2 Used to count events as defined in configuration2 register.
VB Vector Base Base address for vector-table for use in exception
and interrupt processing
PC Program Counter Address of instruction currently being executed.
10 Jtag 10 Register Used by test access port (TAP)
Fault Fault Register Address of instruction which caused current
exception
,
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